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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
All the news that's fit to print.
EW ERA.
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VOLUME XXXIV, NO. 43
Notes About People
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Dr. E. C. Anderson is at Dawson
Springs.
Mr. W. H. Croft is visiting the
World's Fair.
Mr. Joe Frankel is spending the
week at Sebree.
Miss Annie Fruit has returned
from kit. Louis.
Col. J. 0. Coope, left today for a
week's stay at Dawson.
Mr. John E. Smith, of Greenville,
is visiting his brother, Mr. T. L.
811ilithe
Lissie Clark and Alvin and
Emily Clark have returned from St.
Louis.
Mr. Garland Jones, Sr., and two
daughters, of Pee Dee, were in the
city today.
Mrs. J. Matt Adams who has been
visiting Mrs. W. F. Horned returned
home today.
Mee. T. M. Halsell, of Texas, has
1 returned home after a visitZto Mrs.
W. F. Harned.
Miss Ruby Hollowell, of Princeton,
Ky., is visiting Miss Minnie Turner,
on West Seventh street.
• Miss Lutie Moore, of Madisonville,
and Mir. Evalee Stiphens, of Sink-
ing, are guests of Dfrs. Will Wade.
Mrs. H. C. Settle, of Louisville,
,/ who has been the guest of Mrs. W.
F. Henreid left today for Trenton to
visit kg/lathes.
Mr. and Mrs. James West and
daughter, Miss Mary, left this morn-
ing for St. Louis to attend the fair.
They will be absent a week.
Misses Thursa Lowry, Inez Trib-
ble and Nettie Bison have returned
from a pleasant visit to Miss Lulu
Earle, at Dawson.
Judge and Mrs. Jame. Breathitt
and sons, Jim and John, and Misses
Jolla Arnold and Martha Ellis So-
yarn are at St. Louis attending the
11E/World's Pair.
KNIFE DUEL.
(Special to New Era,)
MIDDIAESBORG, Ky., Aug. 4.—
George Bull and Tom Davis engaged
In a duel with knives today. Davis
was hacked to pieces and Bull was









Wholesale dt Retail grocers.
trIRO FRONT GROCERY.Phones—Cumberland. 116.Home 1116.
ANOTHER ATTEMPT OF TRAINS
TO PASS ON THE SAME TRACK.
TWENTY-NINE P A SKI EIN -
CERS INJURED.
ENGINEER WILL DIE.
Freight On Siding Was Mis-
taken for the North Bound
Passenger.
(Special to New Era)
HORSE CAVE, Ky., Aug. 4 —En-
gineer R.ehan, of L. A N. passenger
train No. 1 was fatally injured, and
twenty-nine passengers were hurt in
a eollIsion between train 1%10.1, south
bound, and No. 2, north bound, both
through trains, at a switch one mile
south of this place.
Engineer Behan thought a freight
train on the siding was No. 2, which
had been ordered to pass, and he
went on, meeting the north bound
passenger in a head-on collision a
short distance beyond the aiding.
Both engines were demolished, and
the property loss is very heavy.
None of the passengers received
serious injuries, though several were
badly braised.
Breton Wreck.
Concerning the wreck at Breton
Monday, the Henderson Gleaner
says:
Flagman Mach Milner deserves
credit for heroic actiou in bringing
the illfated train to a standstill after
he learned that it was fast leaving
the track.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Roby, of Rus-
sellville, Ky., who were passengers
in the wreck, arrived here yesterday
afternoon on their way to the World's
Fair. Mrs. Roby was so nearly pros-
trated that they were compelled to
postpone their trip and return to Hop-
kinsville, where they Till
friends before returning home.
Mrs. Thomas W. Buukner
daughter, Mary Clark, of this
were on the train on their way






visiting. When they reacheel Sebree
they telephoned to Henderson stat-
ing that they were safe and sound,
having escaped with only a few
bruises.
At 7 o'clock p. m., the wreck was
finally cleared and all delayed trains
were permitted to run, but it will be
some time before the track is fully
repaired.
Though there were no fatalities the
wreck will prove a very costly one to
the railroad company. The Pullman
sleeper is badly dernolished,but may
he repaired and saved.
Mrs. Ethel Morton, of Hopkins-
villa, who was one of the passengers
in the wreck on the I. A N. beyond
Sebree yesterday, Is the guest of the
Misses Stith on South Green street.
$2.95 PER CAPITA
Miss Katie McDaniel, superintend-
ent of county schools, was formally
notified today by Superintendent of
Public Instruction Fuqua that the
school per capita this year will be
$11.96. It was $2.60 last year, but the
easuing term is increased one month,
which really cute' down the per capi-
ta about 17 Cent.. Supt. Fuqua is
making a strong effort to secure ad-
ditional schsol funds with good pros-
pects of success.
Another examination for county
teachers certificates will be held next
week. There are now twelve or fif-
teen third class schools in the county
,,,which have not engaged teachers for
githe coming year.
RINKS AND BILLIES WEAPONS
GENERAL NOGI, COMMANDING JAPAN'S FOURTH ARMS.
Very few newspaper readers know of the existence of General Nee, and yet he is the
manwho for weeks past has been condorting the operations against. Port Arthur. That
he has handled his campaign well is attested by the Get that foreign military observers
has*, declared that Noei will go down in history as A great strategist. Noel has already
seen service in two wars.
1 f AND BOOR HEADS ARE NUMEROUS
packers are managing to dispose of
fully 50 per cent, as much work as is
carried on under normal conditions.
e
In a riot which broke out at the
yards two policemen were injured
and twenty-eight rioters were arrest-.
. ed after having been beaten into sub-
jugation. The trouble started when
FICHT BETWEEN POLICE five strike breakers from one of the
AND STRIKERS. machine shops In one of the packing
plants were leaving the yards and
tried to board a street car to to to
their homes. Two policemen who
RIOTING IN CHICAGO, were guarding the entrance went to
the assistance of-the non-union Mu;
but the rioters by this time had Wink
in numbers so rapidly that fully a)
thousand angry men were trying to
get at the strike breakers.
The crowd was armed with bricks
and stones, and when the policemen,
assisted by reinforcements, started
forward every man who could find
room enough threw a brick. Two
bricks struck two policemen, who
dropped in their tracks. It was
found that one of the men, Patriot
Ryan, was suffering from a fractured
skull. The other policemen was not
so seriously hurt. The police made
another charge and fully fifty of the
rioters were beaten to the pavement
by the use of clubs before they
showed any signs of scattering.
Cutting Office Supply is the
Latest Plan of Union
Officials.
(Special to New Era)
CHICAGO, :Aug. 4.—The threat-
ened spread of the stock yards strike
to outside industries came when an
order was issued by the Teamsters'
union prohibiting drivers of ice wag-
ons from making any deliveries to
retail merchants who since the
packing house teamsters went on
strike, have been hauling meat from
the yards in their own wagons.
With their new employes and those
that have deserted the unions the
PROCURES ARREST OF A
DETECTIVE  HOWE IA Big Special Feature
BOLD BURGLAR.




Ed Gladdish, colored, is in jail
charged with having stolen two
watches belonging to Messrs. John
White and Tom Richardson a fevi
nights ago.
Yesterday Gladdieh walked into
Hardwick's jewelry store and presen-
ted a watch to Mr. Walter Howe
which be said he wanted to sell.
Mr. Howe recognized the watch as
being the property of Mr. White,
and having heard of the theft of the
timepiece, he celled Mr. Kolb to
trade with the negro, saying he had
to go out on the street. He left the
store and went at once to the court
house where be met Sheriff Davis,
who returned with him, and the ar-
rest was made. The negro confessed
to having robbed both residences and
told where he had left the other
watch belonging to Mr. Richardsoi..
He had offered it for sale to another
negro on First street. This prospec-
tive customer asked to be allowed to
try the watch for awhile, and claim-
ed he knew nothing of its being
stolen property. Gladdish also stat-
ed that he alone was the thief. The
police were on the lookout for Glad-
dish to arrest him for the vagrancy.
Some one reached into the open
window of the residence of Mr. Chas.
Lander on East Thirteenth street
last night and secured a coat and




NEW CHWANG, Aug. 4.—Kuro-
patkin is surrounded on all sides and
the Jape are closing in. The last de-
fense of Port Arthur is gone.
The:Russians now admit that it is
the Russian army not Port Arthur
that the Japanese are after.
DOWIteli trat Salve






Our Entire Stock of
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES,
LACE BANDS AND SWISS,
Nainsook and Cambric All-Overs
virve AT *ON'
If Pric
This includes Linen Torchon and Smyrna Laces and
insertions, Val Laces and Insertion, Swiss, Nainsook
and Cambric Edgings and Insertions, Nainsook, Cam-
bric and Swiss All-Overs. a
Don't miss it—FRIDAY and SATURDAY, at
Frankers Busy Store. a
-
TO KILL THE DANDRUFF GERM.
Is Me 0217 remand* Way If navies
A. Elective Cure.
If you see a woman or a man with lux-
uriant glossy hair, you may be sure nei-
ther has dandruff to amount to anything.
In nearly every case where women and
Men have thin brittle hair, they owe it
to dandruff. There are hundreds of prep-
arations that "claim" to cure dandruff.
but not one but Newbro'e HerWide tellsyou that dandruff le the result of a germburrowing Into the scalp, and that per-manent cure of dandruff and its conse-quent falling and baldness. can only bebad by killing the germ; and there is noother preparation that will destroy thatgerm but Newbro's Herpicide. "Destroythe cause, and you remove the effect."Bold by leading druggists. Send 10c. Instamps for sample to The Herpicide Co..Detroit. Ulan.
Thomas & Trehern, special agents.
Established 14144
40 years successful record.
The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and hest
methods, and the most com-
plete course of study in
PtItmenshIP. Shorthand, Typewrit-
ing and other branches
pertaining to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
' School open the entire year.
Students may enter at any time.
ELEGANT CAT LOGUE FREE
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
N. E. Cor. 21 and Walnut Ate.
Virginia College
for Young Ladles, Roanoke, Va.
Opens Sept. 26, 1904. One of theleading schools for Young Ladies iothe South. New buildings, pianosand equipments. Campus ten acres.Orand mountain scenery in Valleyof Virginia, famed for health. Euro-pean and American teachers. Fullcoarse. Conservatory advantages inArt. Monte arid F.locution Certifi-able. Wellesley. Students from 30states. For catalogues address.
MATTIE P. HARRIS,je28-8w President Roanoke, Vs
W. D. COOPER
Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cottonand Provisions.
Private Wires.






tellin- now to pre,are
and delicious deifies.
44dreas Liebe/ Co.. P. 0 Box 27
v
—
Ha,,.or Wood. Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood 4E1 Son
Attys-at-Law.
'Offiree in Hopper Block upstairsover Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY






Oar* for Impotence. Loll
of Manhood, &ulna?
(1.011110.8, Spermatonlma•Nesvousness, Seif Dlerusr,
Loss of Memory, ac. Will
musk you a STRONG, Nor-
ms* Man Price 41.00,
Sures. 4600.
esselal Olreetlese Ma:hid
WM, saes Sot. Address
laiismitos,
Lucolikta.
allTe.01 14111. • MO.
BETHEL COLLEGE,
Russellville, Ky.
Collegiate. Classical and ScientificCourses. Able faculty. Laboratoryequal to all demands. 30 acresground. New gymnasium, tenniseourts, creclust grouuds, electriclights. Special attention to board-)iig department. Tuition fee to min-isters' sons and licentiates. Expen-
ses mielerate. Next session begins
Sept. 1, 1904. For catalogue address
Wm. H. HARRISON,daeodckw to sep 2d President.
Nothing has ever equalled i:.
Nothing can ever surpass it.
Dr. Kings
New Discovery
For r:MIMI" PricevOgLita Slic
A Perfect For All Throat and
ir Cure: Lung Troubles.
Lleney back If It hoe. Trial Bottles Mtg.
/5
KENTUCKY STOCK





That Kentucky as to be well repro-
iserated in the world's live stock show
at the exposition is shown by the list
of entries from the Bluegrass state
just announced by Col. Chas. F.
Miles, chief of the dope' tment of
live stock for the fair. The live
stock show will open August 22 and
close November 12. The list an-
nounced is only for division A,
horses, asses and mules, and includ-
es the following exhibitors:
J. W. Riley, Newstead; Brock
Bros., E. C. Ward, Cann, George-
town; Harry Martin, Poindexter;
Clayton Strodes, 'lVinctiester; T. E.
Houtchens, Chaplin; B. F. Slavir,
J. 0. Cecil, Danville; Will A. and
0. Jones, North Middletown; H. P.
Headley, John T. Hughes, Lexing-
Lou; Ball Bros., Versailles; J. P.
Evans, Georgetown; M. M. Wall,
Auburn; I. S. Tevis, Shelby City;
Thomas B. Adams, Brighton; James
M. Terry, Cy nthiana; Dan A. Combs,
Walnut Hill; George P. Graddy,
Versailles; W. L. Caldwell, J. R.
Knox, Danville; Eubanks & Hubble,
Hubble; W. T. Wilmore, Lexington;
Gay Bros., Piegas; J. T. Crenshaw,
Lexington; J. L. Druien, Bardstown;
Allan Edelen, Burgin; L. W. Pres-
ton, Glasgow; David Castleman,
Pleasant Hill; 0. W. Johnston, Mt.
Sterling; C. C. Harris, Mike Bower-
man, Lexington.
The entries include saddlers, trot-
ters, thoroughbreds, mules, jacks
and jennets. The exposition com-
pany has offered over a quarter of a
million dollars in premiums and
there is every reasc n to believe that
Kentucky will get a good slice of
this. The Kentucky commission has
made an appropriation of $7,600 to
duplicate premiums won by Ken-
tuckians up to that amount.
Cures Eczema, Itching Hu-
mors, Pimples and Car-
buncies.—Costs Noth-
ing to Try.
B. B. B. (Botanic Blood Balm) is
now recognized as a certain and sure
cure for eczema, itching, skin hu-
mors, scabs, scales, watery blisters,
pimples, aching bones or jointreboils,
carbuncies,prickling pain in the skin,
old, eating sores, ulcera, etc. Botanic
Blood Balm taken internally, cures
the worst end most deep-seated cases
by enriching, purifying and vitaliz-
lug the blood, thereby giving a
healthy blood supply to the skin.
Botanic Blood Balm is the only cure,
to stay cured, for these awful, an-
noyieg skin troubles. Heals every
sore awl gives the rich glow of health
to the skin. Builds up the broken
down body and makes the blood red
amid nourishing. Especially advised
for chronic, old eases that doctors,
patent ru-diciues and hot springs
fail to cure. Druggists, $1. To prove
B. B. B. cures, sample sent free and
prepaid by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble, and
free medical advice sent it: sealed
letter.
Big Tomatoes.
Mr. N. Thacker showed the New
Era today five tomatoes weighingiele
pounds, beating Mr. Brumfield's
prize five a pound and a half. They
were raised in his garden on 13th
street.
Taken With Cramps.
Wm. Kirmse, a member of the
bridge gang working near Littieport
was taken suddenly ill Thursday
night with ()ramps and a kind of
cholera. His cruse was so severe thathe had to have the members of the
crew wait upon him and Mr. Gifford
was called and consulted. He toldthem that he had a medicine in theform of Chamberlain's Colic. Chol-eta and Diarrhoea Remedy that hethought would help him out and ac-cordingly several doses were admanister•-ti with the result that the fel-low was able to be around next day.The incident speaks quite highly ofMr. Gafford's anedicinee.—Elkader,Iowa, Argus.
This remedy never fails. Keep it inyour home, it may save a life. For









and all blood diseases quickly andpermanently cured by
LIFE PLANT
the greatest blood purifier and tonicknown to the medical world. alldiseases arise from impure blood.Cure the blood and you cure the di..ease. That is just what Life flintdoes. Our guarantee is
NO CURE—NO PAY.
Then Why Suffer Longer?
Collinwood, Ohio. Nov. 19,10W.Life Plant Company, Canton, 0.:Geotlemen:—I want to say that I feeltbat you: medicine ii, a wonderful bloodpur112er At Iran t it hal, done a greatdeal for me Wilt you send my fatherfour bottles se n /1 %hi e tlIrlutioy.1,,10. U.I0
ANTHONY 1 NIXON






On one of our reports and you willsee that our methods of transactingbusiness always yield the greatestpossible
Advantage
To Our Depositors.
Money deposited with us is removedfrom the risks it must occur in thecourse of business. Our advice isconstantly sought by executoriegear-diens, etc., who desire to invest insound securities; and we are alwaysready to give our patrous the benefitof our experience in this line.













will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
If you want to
save money and be
getting interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
stock as an invest-
ment.
?or particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec.
Painless
Operations are not few and far be-tween here, but every day occurren-ces.
Dentistry
has advanced and all work is nowdone in a scientific manner. Mod-ern methods are practically painlessand invariably successful. At thisoffice all work is now done in a care-ful, painstaking way. We are satis-fied only when our customers are.We never fail to please.
A good set of Teeth... ,, $5Teeth extracted free when newones are ordered.
Louisville
Dental Parlors
Next to Court House, Hopkinsville,
Ky. Home Phone 1214.
1
A.401''41LAIerd•
THE PASSING OF THE INC- I
CO WAREHOUSE OH COM-
MISSION BUSINESS.
IS IT BEST FOR THE TOBACCO DISTRICT?
The exit of the warehouse from the
tobacco arena is an epoch in the his-
tory of the commercial life of tobac-
co which 111 pregnant with the deep-
est consideration of both warehouse-
men and growers. That the ware-
house is a thing of the past is practi-
cally a fact, notwithstanding there
are still warehouses with open doors.
What are the contributive causes?
The foreign corporation accuses the
warehouseman of "nesting." The
warehouseman accuses the foreign
buyer of re-grading. The grower ac-
cuses the warehouseman of speculat-
ing in the tobacco he is receiving a
commission for selling. Ti) make all
things equal might not the ware-
housemen point out inconsistencies
In many growers? Growers have
becti known to nest, and wet tobacco
and to make tares and wagons ap-
pear most attractive. There are dis-
honest men in every walk of life,
from and Including the minister, up
or down, as the case may be. This
may be a case of the "kettle calling
the pot black," but what of the ef-
fect. Who is the greatest sufferer?
Indisputably the grower. The ware-
house is a commercial hecessity.
There are honest men in every walk
of life. There are honest men con-
nected with these foreign tobacco
buying corporations, there are hon-
est men conducting warehouses, and
there are honest farmers, but the
line of demarcation between honesty
and selfishness is often so finely
drawn as to be almost invisible, and
hence is very often misunderstood.
This line of demarcation is the "gol-
den rule." In this day and time,
when methods are detecting fraud
and crime are so perfect, when aui
enterprises of magnitude are con-
ducted upon such wonderful systems
of cLecking and inspection, when
our several states hold a man amen
dable to the criminal laws of being
a party directly or as accessory to
such fraud as nesting, it is the rank-
est folly to say such fraud could not
be discovered before tobacco left
such a market as either Clarksville
or Hopkinsville, but even if it could
nor be, a simple guarantee of proper
packing would make a ware-
houseman who was financially
responsible hesitate to nest a
second time. A dishonest ware-
houseman should, metaphorically
speaking, have a cowboy hanging,
with no time for trial. The re-grad-
ing on the part of the foreign buyer,
and the elimination of the warehouse
from the market, is probably for one
and the same purpose, to reduce the
price of tobacco. A dishonest grower
should be exposed, and no ware-
houseman or buyer of any descrip-
tion ever again touch his tobacco
All these are in i_ei,ey range of possi-
bility. The warehouse, or more prop-
erly, commission or brokerage bust-
neas is the only avenue open for com-
petition in prices, and is the iiensible,
systematic method for ninety per
cent, of the growers to adhere to in
selling. The tendency of the world
is very decidedly toward specialties.
Tobacco brokers are specialists.
Their specialty is finding purchasers,
and getting the best price obtainable
for their patrons in order to increase
their commissions. There are brok-
ers not only for the sale of everycommodity, but of every manufac-
tured article and for securities. Why
does not this continue to be so relat-
ing to tobacco? Simply because the
warehouseman is not kept supplied
with a sufficiency of tobacco to make
him appear an important factor in to-
bacco transactions which are yearly
transpiring. He is alert, shrewd, has
recourse to all important statistics
and is constantly familIar wan the
trend of the market. is he not much
nuns competent to find sales at good
prices than a grower who Is never
familiar with the demands of the
market, and never knows anything
bearing upon a price, but simply the
price offored him? He will certainly
sell his tobacco because the market
needs it, but ofteu at a price which is
sickening in the extreme. If the
Gaines Tobacco bill had become a
law, and the probability is it will
eventually, and thus open up a home
market for a portion of the tobacco,
how is the average grower to get tde
benefit of this relief from six cents
per pound tax? Has he acquaint-
ance, or connection, cau he corre-
spond, keep books, weigh and ship
to people in distant states applying
'actories. mines, etc, etcb He can-
not, he must sell it through some
one who makes it a business, and
thls some one should be an up-to-
date warehouseman who under-
stands the sale of it, and would sim-
ply have to learn to ship In smaller
quantities than a hogshead. Noth-
ing suits the large buyer better than
to see the waret.ousemau wiped off
the face of the earth, and clothing is
more disastrous to the grower. We
have quietly watched competition
grow feebler and feebler year by
year, until we have arrived at the
astonishing and lamentable state of
affairs that crops, large and small,
are sold on one bid of one buyer, and
the alternative of accepting that or
nothing is left to comfort the grower
in his displeasure and comfort. Who
doubts that these money machines
will become even more daring, dic-
tatorial and apparently more differ-
ent? Unless some heroic effort is
made, ucless every grower of high or
low degree awakes to the importance
of doing something, they may yet
ell us we must pay, the freight to
New York, their headquarters. Un-
questionably, men who will stop to
think ahead, can see that six good
warehouses each in Clarksville aud
Hopkinsville, and ethers, perhaps,
in smaller towns whicti had abso-
lute assurance of loyal support from
a majority of the growers of their re-
spective Sections could, to a useful
degree, turn the tide of prices for the
benefit of the grower. There is an
unwritten law, that when we can
help others without injuring our-
selves it is meet to do so. If the
grower would flock patriotically to
the rescue of the warehouses he
would not only restore them to their
own benefit, but as sure as night suc-
ceeds the waning day' the restoration'
would be of incalculable and lasting
benefit to the grower himself, and to
the community in general.
CACTUS:
9• Wake up your liver. CureAyers pick yo?uyrocuornsiViriaotuiosne.ssGe orld
ILI for 60 years. toc.:itif7/12:::
Want your moustache or beard BUCKINGHAM'S DYE*beautiful brown or rich black? Use ran COI. or DILUlielOW SILO. HALL h CO., NUBIA. S. a
Monuments All Cemetery W00%at Lowest Prices.













Arrives St. Louis 
Arrives   
Leaves 
IiPrNi Paducahe c  t o n . ,





8 AV a al
79254° sa Itim
Arrives Chicago .... ,..  10:60 p M
NO. 884, DAILY Leaves Hopkinsville 
Arrives Princeton 
16215 pa m
Arrives Louisville  
Leaves Princeton 
" Evansville 
" Henderson.  
761 ::00465  pp m
2:06 p M
Leaves Princeton 
Arrives Paducah 42;8816 PpmulArrives Memphis. 10:60 pmArrives New 0,1etna 10:00 am
NO 340 DAILYLeaves Hopkinsville  4:30 pmArrives Princeton. 6-80 p mLeaves Princeton 2'67 a nbeArrives Louisville ...... ....7:50 a I27-Leaves Princeton 28:8620 a mArrives Memphis 
" New Orleans 7 •55 p m
-
No 341 daily ar.Hopkinsville 9:40amNo 333 daily arrives " 3:50 p mNo 881 daily, arrives " 10:25 p n.F. W. Harlow, D. P. A.. .Louisville, Ky. E. M. Sherwood,
Agt., Hopkinsicille
Tennessee Central R R
TIME TABLE.
'Effective Sunday June 5th.





TRAIN NO 8. Daily—Passenger.Lv. Hopkinsville 4.30 p mAr. Clarksville 5.33 p mAr. Ashland City 6:25 p mAr. Nashville 7:30 p m
TRAINS ARRIVE At HopkinsvilleNo. 4—Daily •  12:01 p. mNo. 2—Daily 9.85 p.m






The new short line to and from allEastern points including New York,Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore.A fast freight service by daily pace-leesedage cars in connection with the Ash-ville Line, the Virginia-TennesseeGeorgia Air Line, and the Richmon& Danville Dispatch.
The new line "Harriman Route"solicits; your patronage and guaran-tees careful attention and prompthandling of your business. See thatyour shipments are ordered and thatyour bills of lading read via eitherof the above lines in care of the Ten-nessee Central railroad.
For further information aeply toE. H. HINTON. Traffic Agent,
Nashville, Tenu.
or to H. D. PETTUS, •
General Agent,
eodtf Clarksville, Tenn.
Illinois Central R. R.
oriRAIN SERVICE.
Inniati,Buffet-Library,Sleep-
ink antteclining Chair Cars onthrougletraine direct to the
World's fair
Tickets account of the fair, with
loDays.60Days.Deo
limit, at greatly reduced rates.
Tickets and particulars as to spec-
ific rates, limits and trait' tirde of
your home ticket agent.
E. M. SHERWOOD, Agt.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
F W Harlow 1) P A, Louisville.A J McDougall, D PA, New OrleansA H Hanson, 0 PA, Chicago.
Jno A Scott, A 0 P A, Memphis.
Worlds Fair Excursion Rates
Over the I. C.
On account of the Louisiana Pur-chase Exposition, the Illinois Cen-tral Railroad Company will sellround trip tickets to St. Louis as fol-lows:
From April 25th to November
16th, limited to Deo. 15...$12-25From April 26th., to Nov. 30th.,
limited to 60 days from
date of sale, but not later
than Dec. 15th $10.20From April 26th, to Nov. 80th,
limited to 10 days from
date of sale $ 9.66All tickets will be limited to oon-11111 -tint Oils passage in both direoUomi.




alleged meat trust. They will urge; meat to Henry C. Wallace, who was
1111.114:tat a federal indictment be secured. ! endeavoring to effect a settlement
illlo '
The union officials were unable to i
I 
declaring that they would take no
"-) rrange a conference with the East- steps looking to peace, as they were
ern packers, who came to invest1- 1 now in shape to ignore th
e upion en-
gate conditions, and late in the day timely
.
THOMAS TAGGART, PROMINENT INDIANA POLITIC
IAN.
(Special to New Era.) 
of the largest hotels in the Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS, July 29.—The 
metropolis. He has accumulated
wealth out of the hotel business.
thousands of friends of Thomas Tag- 
gart, the new chairman of the Na- 
Mr. Taggart served as a ward
worker and step by step rose to
prominence in the councils of his
party in Marion county, Ind. He
twice carried it, a heavy Republican
district, for his party. This achieve-
brought to this country when very 
meat brought him the chairmanship
Campaign Leader.
titles' Democratic committee, are
preparing to join in a master cele-
bration in his honor.
Mr. Taggart was born in Water-
wasford, Ireland, In 1856. He
young. In course of time young Tag- 
of the state committee in the second
Cleveland-Harrison campaign. From
gart became the proprietor of &email that time to this he has been recc.g-
hotel close to the railroad in Indian- nized as one of the most potent Dem-
opolis, and is now chief owner of one ocrats in the state.
WILL APPEAL TO
THE PRESIDENT.
strikers have decided to appeal to
President Roosevelt to prosecute the
(Special to New Era.) Pr
esident Donnelly sent an order to
New York City which calls out all
CHICAGO, III., July 80. — The'of the members of the union em-
ployed there.
The Chicago packers made a state-
SUPREME LODGE
Of Knights of Pythias Meets
In Louisville.
• e "-
On August 16, the sum ge,
Kaighta of Pythias, will Open lia the
New Masonic Theater at
The opening ceremonies willoitegin
at 9 o'clock. the Twenty-second Reg-
iment bolid, of New York, furtilshing
the music for the occasion. At 11
o'elock the formal opening will take
place. There are fifty-four grand
domains in the country, and it is ex-
pected that some 160 supremiikeepre-
sentativee and other suprema/podge
members will attend. This 1411 be
the largest attendance on reoolid•
The opening ceremonies will be open
to the public, but the session of the
supreme lodge will be held behind
closed doors.
Four other organizalions will meet
in Louisville on the same day, and
all will upsui„nt 10 o'clock. The
nights of Knorassan will meet at
0 Bike' Home; the Rathbone His-
Will hold • sesiion at the Wo-
n's Club building and the Grand
pep oi Records and Softie Asso-
*tuition and the Past Grand Chancel-




It is given out that Congressm
an
i Jobs 8. Rhea will no
t be • candidate
4 , for is-election in the Third 
district.
1
 "!1( Z.J.Hobdy, James M. 
Richardson
, sad Nat A. Porter are candidates 
for










day of November in each year.
Provided, anyone may catch rab-
bits with doge or in snared.
NEW LAWS NOW IN OPER- Approv
ed March 18, 1904.
Chapter 107, entitled, An act pro-
hibiting the sale or transportation of
wild it rkeye, pheasants, grouse, par-
tridge and quail, within the state of
Kentucky.
"Be it enacted by the general as-
sembly of the commonwealth of Ken-
tucky:
1 Sec. 1, That it shall be unlawful in
the state of Kentucky, at any time,
to buy, sell, expose for sale, offer for
sale, or have in posseeslon far the
purpose of bartering or selling any
wild turkey s, pheasants, grouse, par-
tridill or quail, which have been
killed within thie state.
S. 2. That it shall be unlawful
for any person, corporation or coin-
neon carrier to receive for transpor-
tatio or to transport, or cause to be
with be intent to transport, or to wa-
it
trans rted, or to have in possession
cure the transportation of, within or
without We state, any. of the birds
or fowls mentioned in section one of
this act, which have been killed
within thb state.
Provided, however, Thot it shall
not be unlawful for such person, cor-
poration or common carrier to trans-
port a bunter with his game lawful-
ly killed by him within this state.
Sec 8. Each bird or fowl so bought,
sold, offered for sale, had in posses-
sion for sale or transportation, or
transported, contrary to the provis-
ions of this act, shall constitute a
separate offense.
Sec. 4. Whoever violates any pro-
visions of this act shall be fined not
less than ten dollars, nor more than
twenty-five dollars for a first offense,
and not less than twenty-five dollars
the nor more than fifty dollars for any
. 1
county judge. Each game 
warden subsequent offense 
before entering on the duty of his
office shall execute bond to the
commonwealth with good surety to
be approved by the county judge.
Sec. 8. It shall be the duty of fish
and game wardens to enforce within
this state all laws relating to the
protection,preservation and propaga-
tion of fish, birds and game. Each
fish and game warden shall have full
power to execute and serve all war-
rants and process of law issued for,
in connection with, or growing
out of the enforcement of any
law relating to the protection,
preservation or propagation of fish,
birds and game, in the same manner
and to like extent that any sheriff or
constable May serve and execute
such process, and shall be entitled
to the same fees for said services as
are now allowed by law to sheriffs
for similar services in criminal cases,
they may arrest on sight Ind with-
out warrant any person detected by
them in the act of violating any such
laws; they shall have the same right
as sheriffs to require aid in execut-
ing any process or In arresting with-
out process any person found by
them in the act of violating said
laws; and they shall have authority
BRING US YOUR 
fitoshseoirzegawmitehothutenpfrooucnedssinantyhebiprodss,
PRESCRIPTIONS! s:tsillotnh fgauni159' 
snuecthe esresionne , tt: gpest h oe r
'other devices with which the same
WE HAVE THREE 
were taken or killed, and destroy or
REGISTeRED 
confiscate such guns, nets, seine,
traps or other devices, and iorth-
PHARMACISTS-... 
I with convey such offenders hi-fore
court or magistrate having jurisdic-
And guaranteee all Drugs 
mtiOallgioeftrtahtee 98fthealluBeu,,a0Ondtsbuchfilcourtbo
r
to be the Pureit and the warden of a l'proper comnpglainyt
Freshest. 










Complete stock Squibbs', 
s
of the
Merck's, Upjohns, Parke, percentage of fines al
lowed by law
Davis I& Co.'s and Wam- 
tmoatiheedeortheebr rial 
g 
public officers, the re-
role & Co.'S Chemitals. game warden instituting theatiproasuea-.
cul atimon ,wai-tnhd tbuep on d ifitleirn e as ll verifiedd
Nothing but the best
used and every thing his warrant upon the treasuraer lurfaaw-
vor of such fish and game warden.
guaranteed to be as your
doctor orders. Other acts of importance in refcr-
euce to the protection of game fol-
low.:
LET US COMPOUND Cnapter 38: An act to amend andre-enact an act, entitled "An act t •
protect game and small birds."
Be it enacted by the general seem-
PRESCRIPTIONS! buck 
ly of the commonwealth of Ken-
That
y:
 an act, entitled "Au act to
protect game and small birds," which
became a law February 27, 1894, be-
ing chapter 28, session acts 1894, and
being cnapter 67 Kentucky Statutes,
be amended by adding at the end of
section 16, of said sot, the 1.illowing:
Sec. 17, No person shall kill or pur-
sue with such intent, or have in his
pomeesion when so killed any rabbit,
or squirrel between the fifteenth day






Wardens Appointed In Each
County. — When Birds
May Be Killed.
At the last section of the legisla-
ture several bills for the protection
of game were passed. Among the
measures was one creating the of-
fices of fish and game warden which
has become operative. Judge Fow-
ler has appointed W. H. Nixon,
former police officer, to the positio.l
.
The act which defines the powers
and duties of wardens follows:
An act cresting the offices of Ash
and game wardens and defining 
the
powers and duties and fixing the
compensation for such officers and
for the further protection and 
pre-
servation of fish, game and birds in
the state of Kentucky. Be it 
enact-
ed by the general assembly of 
the
co.nmonwealth of Kentucky:
Sec. 1. The offices of fish. add
game wardens are hereby created.
Sec. 2 The county judge of each
county shall appoint one or more
fish and game wardens for e
ach
county in the state, and shall bold
office and be subject to remo
val





Approved March 24, 1904.
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A perfect Remedy tor Constipa-
tion . Sour Stomach,Diairhoen
Worms .Convulsions ,Feverish-
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For infants and Children. 
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House Work is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
Drill and
Fcrtilizcr Scason
Farmers are by this time well
posted as to the formula of fer-
tilizer best adapted to their re-
spective farms. We handle
four brands that have been
tried here for ten or fifteen






These are the best and we ask that we be
given orders for same in time to include in
our shipment so no one will be left out.
Empire Drills
the best on the market. Hoe or disc,
plain or fertilizer.
Forks MTg. Co:






THE best Winter and Spring
grazing crop for Fall sowing,
kr superior to Rye. Yields 14 to
2 tons of finest hay three weeks
before Red Clover is ready to cut.
Rhoads the Winter splendidly in
Zentucky and Southern Indiana if
sown early. The finest of all soil-
hoproving crops for Fall sowing.
Send for descriptive circular giv-
ing full information. Seed must
be fresh or it is no good, and to
siecure the best Seed always order
11111111sratetkLeeae. Best Atnea:td.
sonanable 3 Clover Seed% full stocks.Dwarf Essex Rape, 1.1100
NEB: I Headed Kale. Epe, Harley,
Winter Oats, Vetches, ttc..
SENO FOR OUR FAU. CATALOGUE.
NMI
BUSINESS
1 HAVE ...ogee(' my peer-von with bUrtidraiek'e Jew-
elry store slit atti now located
In A rimier. ell's Drug Store,
wriere I atri prepared to do all
kirote of Weteh and Jewelry
Repairing and at reasonable
prices.
If you wish to purchase a
watch or any other article of
;ewelry see me before closing
the deal es I can save you




Ill South Main Street.
Opposite the Opera House,
send sketch or lease M invention for
tree report on patentability. For free book,




It is pretty hard these daye to tell
what one is eating unless he raises
or makes it himself. The various
compounds put up as preserves, Jel-
lies, jams and other delicacies are
often more deceitful than a painted
Jezebel or scarlet ivoinee of the
cities Take our old friend jam, for
instance, much loved by boyhood
and favorite dish of many a grown-
up. When mother makes it, of
course, it is all right. No questions
need be asked of experts appointed
to examine before consumption. It
is manufactured of genuine berries,
raspberry, blackberry or others, and
exhales its deliciores odor in course
of preparation, with such an appeal
to the olfactories as needs no further
evidence of genuineness. It is ready
as soon as taken off to be devoured
with cream by the hungry boys and
girls awaiting its completion, or to
be couverted into tarts, pies and
other delicacies for desert. But how
about the jam of commerce, put up
by unknown parties, in mysterious
dens presided over by unpriucipled
ogres eager only for conscieneeless
gain? Just listen to what the food
commission have found out about
this fraud which is hawked about
the country as genuine jam. Take
as a base apple parings and cores, as
prepared and packed in barrels by
apple evaporators. Put them in
huge copPer steam kettles together
with sufficient water and glucose—
the latter tor sweetening—and boil
until the mass is thoroughly cooked
soft. Then strain through proper
altering material to make a clear
looking, thick liquid. Next stir in a
quantity of analyne ilye--a coal tar
product--color, then incorporate a
quantity of grass seed, to imitate
those of raspberries; flnally add a
flavoring extract, and there you are.
This villanious fraud le labeled
"Pure Raspberry Jam, Made from
the Finest Quality of Fresh Fruit,"
and is sold all over the country as
jam. As far as looks go, it is said
the resemblance to the genuine is
close enough to deceive an expert
But think of eating grace seed, glu-
cose, apple raring a and analyne'dyes
for the jam that was the delight of
ma childhood and the toothsome
tidbit of our mature years.—From
American Farmer.
The Death Penalty.
A little thlog kometimen results in
death. Thus a mere scratch, insig-
nificant cuts or punny boils have
paid the death penalty. It Is wise
to have Bucklen's Arnica Salve ever
handy. It's the best salve on earth
and will prevent fatality, when
Burns, Sores, Ulcers' and Piles
threaten. Only 25c at L. L. Elgins
and Cook & Higgins Drug Store.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The first load of watermelons to
appear for sale on the streets of this
was brought in today by Mr. J. M.
Myers, of the Kelley neighborhood.
Mr. Myers had twenty melons in the
load and they were all aloe looking
and good size. He had no trouble in
disposing of them.
DeWitt Is the Name.
When you go to buy Witch Hazel
Salve look for the name DEWITT on
every box. The pure, unadulterated
Witch Hazel is used in making De-
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve, which is
the best salve in the world for cute,
burns, bruises, boils, eczema and
piles. The popularity of DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve, due to ite many
Cures, has caused numerous worth-
less counterfeits to be placed on the
market. The genuine bears the
name E.G. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
C7 As. Cs Mt X A..




The first is the most crucial time.
If for the first time the greatest
*vent in your married lives is about
to occur, how expectant, how iwrapt
up in it you find yourselves.
You try to overlook, but In vain,
that element of uncertainty and dan-
ger that you have been led to egad
from the experience of those mothers
and fathers 5who have struuligi
through this ordeal in ignorance of
Mother'. Friend
what it is, and what it does.
If at this time every expectant man
and wife might know of this greatest
of boons, devised for the express
purpose of alleviating and dispiling
the suffering and consequent danger
of chile Dinh, how quickly would all
doubt and worry be dissipated.
Mother's Friend is an invaluable
liniment for external massage, through
whose potent agency countless moth-
ers have been enabled to experience
the joy of parturition for the first




Police Are Determined To
Break Up Begging.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Sam Mertitt, colored, was arrested
on High street this morning for va-
grancy and was given twenty-seven
days in the workhouse. Sam came
here from Nashville and was caught
In the act of begging from house to
house. The local police say they are
going after the loafers, both white
and colored, under the new vagrancy
law and already they have made a
number of arrests with more to fol-
low.
Cures Sciatica.
Rev. W. L. Riley, L.L.D., Cuba,
New York, writes: "After fifteen
days of excruciating pain from sciat-
ic rheumatism, under various treats
manta, I was induced to try Ballard's
Snow Liniment; the first application
giving my first relief and the second
entire relief. I can give it unquali-
fied recommendation." 25c.50c,$i 00.
Sold by Ray & Fowler.
The Bishop of i.osidon.
Dr. Ingram. bishop of 14010011, COn
-.-eye the idea of a 111/11) bunt to I.' 111-
mend. it has been said of him thz.t It.
olden days he probably would have en-
forced his especial brand of theology
with n hattleax. In his ordinary clothes
he Irresistibly reminds' one of Sherlock
Holmes on the trail - a long aquiline
nose, piercing gray eyes, lean, strong
Jaw and thin. curving lips. But with
his smile all this vanishes, and the
bishop becomes a genial humorist, a
large hearted, warm blooded man.
L. L. Elgin Recommends
and Pushes MI-o-na, the
Dyspepsia Remedy.
"It's a pleasure to sell a medicine
when my customers- come in after-
wards and tell me how much good it
tras done them," said L. L. Elgin,
the popyar druggist to a New Era
man, "and that is why I like to sell
and recommend Mi-o-na, the dys-
pepsia remedy.
"I have so much faith in this ar-
ticle that I am going to guarantee it
in the future, and will return the
money to any purchaser of M1-o-na
whom it does not not cure. That may
seem rash. but my customers have
said so many good words in its favor
that I du not expect to have many
packages returned.
"Anyone who has dyspepsia,whose
food does not digest well, who has to
take thought as to what he can eat,
and when, can leave 50 cents deposit
at my store and take home a box of
Mi-o-na, and if the remedy does not
regulate his digestion and cure his
dyspepsia, he can withdraw his mon-
ey on returning the empty box."
This shows great faith in the mer-
it of All-o-na. It is really a most un-
usual medicine and the rapid in-
crease in sales since L. L. Elgin in-
troduced it in Hopkineville shows
that it does all that it claims to do,
cures dyspepsia, regulates digestion,
and enables those who use it to eat
Just what they want and when they
want with no fear of trouble.
Spreading Viper Fastened
So It Could Strike Person
Entering Yard.
(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 2.—
Clarence A. Norris, living near Jeff-
ersonville, was warned by a neigh-
bor over the telephone that there
was a snake on his gate. Investi-
gating, Norris found a spreading
viver three feet long fastened with
its head against the lates in such
way that it would bite the first per-
son who tried to open the gate.
Norris believes an enemy placed it
there to assassinate him. He sus-
pects a certain man and is trying to
get proof.
Puts An End to It All.
A grievous wail oftimes comes as
a result of unbearable pain from over
taxed organs. Dizziness, Backache,
Liver complaint and Constiration.
Btit thanks to Dr. King's New Lite
Pills they put an end to it all. They
are gentle but thorough. Try them.
Only 25c. Guaranteed by L. L.





Jordon Ely, colored, was tried be-
fore Judge Bell this morning and
fined $10 for vagrancy. This is one
of the provisions of the new law, that
no profesei mal loafers are allowed
without a violable means of support.
Ely is the first to sutler the conse-
quences but the police say that un-
less a number of others go to work
at once he will by no means be the
last.
The I enalty increases for each
succeeding offense. The penalty for
the first offense is a fine of $10 and a
sentence of thirty days if the judge
decides to inflict the latter. For the
second Dffense the fine is the same
but the sentence is sixty days and
so on. It is hoped that this law will
be the means of making the "gentle-
men of leisure" of Hopkinsville
either go to work or hie themselves
to other climates more favorable to
their dispositions.
The Only Way to Cnre Catarrh is by
Breathing Hyomei.
Ask any physician if catarrh is a
blood disease and he will tell you
that it is a diseased condition of the
mucous membrane and that it can-
aot be cured by blood purifiers, pills,
tablets, or other forms of stomach
dosing. The only sensible and scien-
tific way of curing catarrh is by the
use of Hyomel.
Breathed for a few minutes, four
or five times a day, through a bard
rubber inhaler that is so small that
It can be carried in the vest pocket,
Hyomei will absolutely destroy all
oatarrhal germs and cnre the disease.
L. L. Elgin, one of the most relia-
ble firms in Hopkineville, is giving
his personal guarantee with every
package uf Hyomei he sells, that it
effect a cure orbs will return the
money. He has had scores of reports
of remarkable cures of both acute
and chronic cases o: catarrh by Hy-
omei.
The complete Hyomel outfit costs
$1.00 and comprises an inhaler, a
bottle of Hyomei and &dropper. The
Inhaler will last a lifetime; and ad-
ditional bottles of Hyomei can be ob-
tained for 60c. 2-9-16
A Summer Cold.
A summer cold is not only annoy-
in but if not relieved Pneumonia
will be the probable result by Fall.
One Minute Cough Cure clears the
phlegm, draws out the inflammation,
heals, soothes and strengthens the
hinge and brouchial tubes. One
Minute Cough Cure is an ideal rem-
edy for the children. It is pleasant
to the taste and perfectly harmless.
A certain cure for Croup, Cough and
Cold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Nineteen entries for the airship
conteste at the World's Fair have
beer. received.
Two exhibitions are given daily on
the rifle range of the Forestry, Fish
and (lame departments at the fair.
(Jeronimo, the famous Apache
chief now at the World Fair, is kept
busy tusking bows and arrows, carv-
ing canes and writing his autograph
for visitor, at the Indian School.
Exhibitions of the wonderful prop-
erties of the X-rays are given daily
in the German section of the Palace
of Education.
A large captive balloon 11 now
making many ascenelons every day,
carrying passengers and rising to a
height of eight hundred feet.
The seedless apple lea new feature
and coulee to share the honors with
the horeeless carriage, the wireless
telegraph, the smokeless coal and
the seedless orange. It is a Colorado
product and is on exhibition in the
horticulture building. It is claimed
for the seedless apple that it is safe
from frost because it has no bhssoms.
Several bushels of seedless apples
are kept in cold storage and the sup-
ply is constantly kept fresh.
Organ recitals by prominent organ-
ists of the country are given daily
on the largest organ in the world in
Festiva) Hall.
One hundred and fifty jinrikishas
are in use at the fair to carry visitors
about the grounds. They are pro-
pelled by native Japanese Jatupanis.
Tao 750 candle power search lights
are operated on the two towers of the
Philippine weather bureau on the
Philippine reservation at the fair.
The Alaskan hide exhibit includes
raw and dressed hides of every fur
bearing animal found in that coun-
try—and they are very flOwerous.
One skin of a polar bear measures 11
feet 3 inches.
Three typewriters made especially
for exhibition are valued at $1,150
each. They have mother of pearl
keys and the trimmings of gold and
silver.
Banqueting in mid-air is quite the
thing at the great fair. Several ban-
quets have been given lately in a car
on the Ferris Wheel. A special car
has been set aside for this purpose as
has a wedding car.
Violent Attack of Diarrhoea
Cured by Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diar-
rhoea Remedy and Per-
haps a Life Saved.
"A short time ago I was taken with
a violent attack of diarrhoea and be-
lieve I would have died if I had not
gotten relief," says John J. Patton, a
leading citizen of Patton, Ala. "A
friend recommended Chamberlain's
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. I
bought a twenty-five cent tottle and
after taking three doses of it was en-
tirely cured. I consider it the beet
remedy in the world for bowel com-
plaints. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
In a communication toStiperinten-
dent of Public Instruction Fuqua,
State Auditor Hager declines to
place any part of the income from
the insurance department to the
credit of the school fund until first
directed to do so by the courts. He
declares that such an action would
derange the present tax rate, which
would have to be reapportioned by
the legislature.
Stop That Cough!
When a cough, a tickling or an ir-
ritation in the throat makes you feel
uncomfortable, take Ballard's Hore-
hound Syrup. Don't wait until the
disease has gone beyond control. Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Anderson, BM West
6th St , Salt Lake City, Utah, writes:
"We think Ballard's Horehound
Syrup the best medicine for coughs
and colds. We have used It for sev-
eral years; it always gives framed'.
ale relief, is very pleasant and gives
perteol satisfaction." 25c, Ric, $1.00.
Sold by Ray & Fowler.
• .) k•
Is Secured For the Kentucky .
Soldiers.
WASHINGTON, July
auditor for the war department rtne7
tiered a decision sustaining the con-
tentions of Capt C. C. Calhoun, the
attorney of the state of Kentucky,
the cases involving pay for the field;.i
staff and baud of the First, Sewed
and Third Kentucky memento,
Spanish war. Under the terms of the
decision the officers and privates in '
the divisions mentioned are to re.
ceive pay from the time they repo*.
ed for duty to the date of muster
The First regiment, of Loulorliyeett
will receive $1,749.29; the Second rib,
Intent, t676 86, and the Third
ment, $778 49.
The checks for payment will be
sent to Gov. Beckham next wee/re,
Capt. Calhoun has also received no-
tification that $136 each has been al-
lowed John S. Beam, of Pewee Val
ley, and Neville Bullitt, of Louis-
ville, for horses unlawfully takent
from them after the surrender at Ap-
pomattox.
A Perfect Painless Pill
is the one that will cleanse the aye*
tem, set the liver to action, remove
the bile, clear the complexion, sure
headache and leave a good taste in
the mouth. The famous little pills
for doing such work pleasantly and
effectually are DeWitt'. Little Rerly
Risers. Bob Moore, of Lafayette,
lad., says: "All other pills I have cq
used grip and sicken, while DeWitt's.
Little Early Risers are simply per.
foot." Sold by R. C. Hardwick. "
H *o'er Farm Sold.
The D. J. Homer farm on the
Clarksville pike has been sold by dui
admiutstrator of the estate to Mr. M.
H. Nelson, Jr. The farm contain,
l903, acres and is considered one Of
the best pieces of farming laud in
that aection. The consideration was
68424 50.
Sick Headache.
"For several years my wife was
troubled with what physicians called
headach of a very severe character.
She doctored with several eminent
physicians and at a great expense,
only to grow worse until she was un-
able to do any kind of work. About
a year ago she began taking Chamyr,
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets ,4
and today .weighs more than ens .!'?
ever did before and is real well,"
says Mr. Geo. E. Wright of New .
London, New York. For sale by L. ,
L. Elgin.
Tobacco Crop.
The following report of the tobacco
crop in Kentucky is taken from the
last issue of the Western Tobacco
Journal:
Abundant showers occurred tbe
first of the week, but warm, general-
ly dry weather prevailed during the
latter part. These conditions were
quite favorable for the advancement
of most crops. Tobacco made good
growth, but in some localities there
is complaint of its "trenching." The,
acreage is smaller than usual. and
the bulk of the crop is late, but it
now looks much better than it did a
week ago.
Bishop Joseph S. Key, Southern
M. E. church writes: ,'We gave Dr.
Moffett's 'Teethtua' (Teething Pow-
ders) to our little grandchild with
the happiest results. Tne effects
were almost magical, and certainly
more satisfactory than anything Tat
ever used." "Teethina" (ereetbiatl
Powders) counteracts and overootitekhr'
the effect of the Summer's Heat.
TO OLD POINT COMFORT
And the Seashore, Aug. IS,
A Tour of Education.
The personally oondueted mar-
sion to Old l'ot Comfort, in
of Mr. W. A. ilgus, S. P. A4.4bilag,
be run Saturday. August 184, Tit,*
connecting lines and C. 0. railway
from Hopkinsville on regular tails,
connecting with the Ssasborespiselaj, 'I:
leavidg Louisville from union depot
foot of Seventh street, at 6:00 p. Iffo. -
The round trip to Old Point Comfort
I. only $17.16, and the tickets are
good until August 27th.
This is the most popular outing of-
fered the traveling public. Grand
and beautiful scenery, invigorating
mountain air, surf-bathing, oboes
voyage, palatial hotel entertainiziest
and a visit to the capital. StopoVa,.
privileges allowed returning.
Delightful side trips at low ram
Every, attention and courtesy will be
extended to ladies travelin alone. .
Choice of routes returning.
sRleicebpminogndcarndspioCmlitto, 
address 
Fdorergibstivw7a hi;given. For further particulars and
or UgoalulacinSTP. EA. iset111°Peyk. i* inavi CF.
PERSONAL POINTS
, API IN'KENZIE 18 COINC
TO SEATTLE.
Dr. Stephens Begins His
Work at Lakeland.—
Other Notes.
STEPHENS.—Dr. J. W. Stephens,
whom the governor named as first
assistant physician at the Central
Asylum for the Insane, at Lakeland,
Nwas at Frankfort Saturday and re-
ceived his commission. His promo-
makes a vacancy in the office of
becond assistant physican at .he
Western Asylum here, which Gov.
Beckham will till within the next
day or two. He Nu' already select-
ed the man for the place. Dr. Gard-
ner, the new second assistant phy-
sician at Lakeland, also received his
commission Saturday, and went to
Lakeland to take up the duties of his
position. Dr. Malcolm Yeoman, the
new superintendent at Lakeland,
takes charge on Tuesday.
LACOMPTE—Mr. C 0. LeCompte
one of the most expert target shots
of this country, is in the city and
Will shoot tomorrow afternoon at
the grounds of the local club on East
Thirteenth street. Mr. LeCompte is
the marksman who won the silver
loving cup, offered for high gun, and
the gold medal, offered for high ama-
teur, at the tournament here last
fall. He was shooting then as an
amateur and pitted against him were
such shots as Charles Spencer,
world's champion, Rolla Heikes,
Hood Waters and others. The pub-
lic is invited to attend the shoot to-
morrow afternoon which will; begin
promptly at 4 o'clock.
PROWSE.—Capt. Chas. 0. Prowse
of the Hopkinsville Gun club, has
returned from Cerulean where he
ropleted plans for pulling off the
kt annual gun tournament which
• II take place the last of August or
if
in. first part of September. This
event will be much the biggest ever
conducted by the club and will at-
tract crack shots from all over the
country. Capt. R. S. Pool, the enter-
prising host of Cerulean, will hang
up large cash prizes in addition to
those of the club and will entertain
the participants at dinner.
M'KENZIE.—James A. McKen-
Me is making arrangements to go to
Seattle, Washington, where be will
t
locate and practice law. He is •
worthyison of his brilliant father,
finely educated and talented and al
ready has achieved enviable success
In his profession. His departure
from,Kentucky will cause great re-
gret among his host of friends and
1
ti
 admirers in the state.
COOK.—Judge Thomas P. Cook,
of Murra7, has apparently struck it
rich near Mariou, Ky.
He took an option on the Franklin
farm and spent $1,600 prospecting
without good results. Within the
past few days, however, the results
on the La Rue property, which ad-
joins Franklin's, have enabled Juage
ook to locate the vein and good re-
Its are expected.—Paducah Sun.
TUGGLE.—Mr. L. Aubrey Tuggle
Das returned from Selma, Ala., to
.,
accept his former position with the
T. M. Jones dry goods establ
ishment.
Mr. Tuggle is being given the g
lad
hand by everybody, but, profiting 
by
his late trial for flirting, he is 
fight-
i.
hag shy of the girls.
..,
TANDY.—Capt. David 0. Tandy
., has removed to Shelbyville, Tenn.,
• where he will make his hom
e with
,
: ism son. 'Mr. Everet




or Of the Cumberland Tole-
eompany in that city. He will
gm** missed by his wide circle
, (delimit& here.
,
TWASS.—Mr. Harry Peters has
to Henderson after a visit
in the WV. Mr. Peters is
mkt of the Hondenoa
bla friends are been.
011001/1.0,440404
deputy grand exalted ruler for West-
ern Kentucky.
(From Friday's:Daily.)
Dr. J. L. Hills, of Roaring Springs,
was in the city today.
Rev. Dr. Charles Harris Nash has
returned from Dawson.
Mrs. John Tunics is quite ill at her
home on West Seventh street.
Mrs. W. A. Wilson has returned
from a visit to friends in Cadiz.
Miss Lucy Crenshaw is visiting
friends in Hopkinsville this week.—
Earlington Bee,
Mrs. Georgia Williamson Cox, of
Gracey, is visiting friends and rela-
tives in the city.
Mrs. L. Hisgen and little son,Karl,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Bald-
elman in Evansville.
Mrs. Helen Wood and her daugh-
ter, Mrs. A. 0. Warfleid, will ;eave
today for Nashville.
Mrs. Alice Urable, of Paris, Tenn.,
is visiting her mother, MTS. Mattis
Franklin, at Wm. McGee's.
Mrs. H. C. Richards and daughter,
of Hopkinsville, are visiting Mrs. D.
C. Williams.—Pembroke Journal.
Mrs. Mamie Ennis Duncan has re-
returned from a visit to friends and
relatives in Henderson and Louis-
ville.
Mrs. Ward Claggett and children,
of Hopkinsville, are visiting Mrs.
Richard Settle, on Jefferson street.
—Paducah Register.
Dr. J. W. Stephens, second assist-
ant physician at the Hopkinsville
asliolum, spent today with friends in
the city.—Elkton Progress.
Mrs. Bettie Boyd and daughter,
Mrs. Robert Mason, of Houston,
Texas, returned home this morning
after a visit to relatives here.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Miss Hazel Everett is visiting the
family of Mr. James Howe, in Nash-
ville.
Miss Nancy Lee Jagoe, of Cadiz,
passed through the City today en
route to her home from Madiuonville,
where she attended the fair.
Mrs. H. M. Dreifoos, of Princeton,
was in the city today.
Mr. E. M. Flack has returned from
a business trip to Michigan.
Mr. James B. Allensworth left this
morning for Paducah, where he will
locate to practice his profession.
Mrs. V. R. Mason and mother, Mrs.
Royd, of Waco, Texas, who have
been visiting here, have gone to Daw-
son and other points to visit before
returning home.
Mrs. Lizzie Dickerson, of Paducah,
Ky., is spending the week in the city,
having her eyes treated Jer Dr. Ed-
wards.
Miss Letticia Fairleigh left this
morning for Franklin, Tenn., where
she will be the guest of Miss Katie
Belle Cayce.
Mr. Coleman Slaughter, of Nash-
ville, Tenn., is in tbe city.
Mrs. J. Rogers Barr, of Lexington,
will arrive in the city this evening
to visit her ,parents, Mr. and Mrs.
flouter Wood, East 7th St.
After a visit of ten days in the city,
Mr. Charles Graves left this morn-
ing for Buffalo, N. Y., where he is
engaged in business.
Miss Jimmie Byars, of Hopkins-
ville, is the guest of Mrs. S. Y. Trim-
ble Misses Alice West and Ed-
wina Cook, of Madisonville, are
guests of relatives at Dayeville....
Walker Wilkins was in Hopkinsville
Wednesday.—Eikton Times.
Miss Rheda Waddling ton, of Hop-
kinsville, is here the guest of the
Misses Elgin ....Mrs. C. T. Yancey,
of Hopkinsville, is visiting friends
and relatives in and around this
place....Misses Maggie Ellis and
Mary Jones, of Hopkinsville, are the
guests of Miss Carrie Atkinson. at
Earlington.—Madisonville Hustler.
Miss Reeves, of Elkton, is the
guest of Mrs. F. L. Wilkinson.
Mrs. McFarland, of New Orleans,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. L. Mc-
F. Blakemore.
Miss Ella Marquess who has been
the guest of Mrs. E. P. Fears return-
ed to her home Chicago this morn-
ing.
Misses Janes and Mulky, of 'Pek-
es, and Crenshaw, of Earlingtoia, are
guests of the Misses Richards.
Mesdames Edward Clark and S.
E. Yancey have returned from Mad-
isonville where they attended the
fair.
Mr. Harry Peters,: of Henderson,
is in the city.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Mrs. N. A. Barnett and son. Guy,
bays gone to Adams, Tenn., to visit
relatives.
Mrs. J. Rogers Barr and no, Bog.
en, arrived in the city Saturday
might to visit, the fajy Of lit.
Hunter Wood.
Miss Gabriella Books, of Mount
Vernon, Ind., is the guest of Miss
Rosalie Green.
Mrs. Walter Wood has returned
to Pembroke after a visit to Mrs. W.
A. Lackey.
Mr. J. N. Warfield and wife, of
Jacksonville, Fla., arrived in the
city today. They will spend several
weeks in the county with relatives.
Mr. T. L. Morrow has returned
from Itta Bena, Miss.
Mr. W. W. Fuqua left today for
Lafayette for a week's visit.
Miss Bessie Reeves, of Murfrees-
boro, Tenn., is visiting Miss Mollie
Nichols on East Thirteenth street.
Senator E. D. Gulfy,of Owensboro,
spent Sunday here with the family
of Mr. S. C. Walker.
Dr. Edmund Harrison, president
of Bethel Female College, left today
for Huntsville, Ala., on business
connected with tho institution.
Mrs. C. K. BIM/ and daughters, of
Louisville, are visiting the family of
Mrs. William Ducker,
Mrs. Robert L. Woodard and little
son, Robert, have returned from a
visit to relatives in Springfield.
Mr. W. B. Kennedy, of Paducah,
is in the city.
Mr. James E. Cooper has returned
from Red Boiling Springs.
Mr. G. B. Underwood and Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Jesup went to Dawson to-
day.
Miss Ida Biumenstiel left for.New
York this morning.
Mr. James H. Anderson has gone
to New York to buy new goods.
Mr. Rhoden Roper, of Paducah,
was in the city yesterday.
Mr. Clifton Johnson, of Chicago,
arrived in the city yesterday morn-
ing to visit his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Johnson. r
Mr. Isaac Garrott, of Pembroke, is
in the city.
Messrs. Garnett Roach end Will
Wilson, of Trigg county, are in the
city.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham will leave to-
night for Missouri, to join his wife
and daughter, and visit the St. Louis
fair. They will be gone about two
weeks.
Mr. Albert White, of Louisville is
in the city.
Mrs. Dorothy Jackson, of Spring-
field, Tenn., is visiting her son, Mr.
J. C. Jackson.
I Messrs. David H. Themason and
Saxe McCormack left Saturday night
for St. Louis to vitit the World's
I Pair.
Cholera Infantum.
This disease has lost its terrors
since Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy crime into
general use. The uniform success
which attends the use of this reme-
dy in all cases of bowel complaints
in children has made it a favorite
wherever its value has become





Of course, you perspire, you would
not be healthy if you didn't—it is as
necessary to perspire as it is to have
light and air. But it is not necessary
to be afflicted with bodily odors—
not when you have used Spiro Powd-
er. It is the only powder which will
destroy all odor, arising from per-
spiration or other causes. If you
dust a little SPIRO on the body or
clothing. it will not only destroy but
prevent all bodily odors. A blessing
to tired, aching, swollen feet. Re
Heves chafing. itching, prickly heat,
easema and all skin affections.
Call today and get a FREE SAM-
PLE, also a souvenir post card of
Niagara Falls and booklet "USE
OF SPIRO" from the most enter-
prising druggists in town.
Raytillowler
MAIN AND NINTH STS.
PEON" 226.
_
HOW TO WIN A HUSBAND.
Woman's sphere in this 20th century is
sqt limited any 1110re than is man's. She
cab occupy almost any business position
or profession, and yet the popular view of
iwomanhood s that she best fits the posi-
tion of wife and mother and head of the
household. Every girl should know her
heart and also know that her womanly
system is equal to the strain of marriage.
If a girl is nervous and irritable ten chances
to one it is due to some trouble peculiar to
womanhood.
Cupid has no place in a girl's heart if
she is nervous and irritable, feels dragged
down, woni out for no reason that she can
thin/Pol. The weak back, dizzy spells and
black circles about the eyes are only symp-
toms. Co to the source of the trouble and
correct the irregularity. Stop the drains
on the womanly system and the other
mptritta will disappear. This can be
done easily and intelligently. So sure of
it is the World's Dispensary Medical Asso-
ciation, the proprietors of Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vorite Prescription, that they offer $500
reward for women who cannot be cured of
kacorrhea, female weakness, prolapses, or
falling of the womb. All they ask is a fair
and reasonable trial of their means of cure.
•Your • Pavorite Prescription' nhed me of
ulceration and inflammation, from which I suf.
Sired for many years,. writes Mrs. Delphi.
Wheaton, President Santa lartara town 'Ten-
'Dia Club, Arlington Motel, Santa Barbitra, Calif.
..Health was completely broken down when I
began ita use and I was in dreadful pain most
Irf the time, but ten bottles cured me,
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
Women strong, sick women well. Accept
So substitute for the medicine which works
wonders for weak women.
Dr. Piefce's Pleasant Pellets are the most
desirable laxative for delicate women.
RURAL ROUTES
One From Howell Becomes
Operittive Sept. I.
A Washington despatch announces
that rural free delivery service in
Kentucky has been ordered estab-
lished Sept. 1 as follows:
Howell, Christian county, one
route, area covered 12 square miles,
population 513; Lewis port, Hancock
county,one additional, area 18 square
miles, population 652; Madisonville,
Hopkins county, one additional, area
12 square miles, population 667; Ow-
enton, Owen county, one additional,
area 28 sqnare miles, population 668;
Richmond, Madison county, one ad-
ditional, area 16 square miles, popu-
lation 553; Utica, Daviese county,one
additional, area 14 equary miles, pop-
ulation 667.
Herbine
Renders the bile mere fluid and thus,
helps the blood to flow; it affords
prompt relief from biliousness, indi-
gestion, sick and nervous headaches,
and the over-indulgence in food arid
drink. Herbine acts quickly, a dose
after meals will bring the patient in-
to a good condition in ii few days.
0. L. Caldwell, Agt. M, K. & T. R.
R., Checotah, Ind. Per., writes April
18, 1908: "I was sick for over two
years with enlargement of the liver
and spleen. The doctors did me no
good, and I had given up all hope of
being cured, when my druggist ad-
vised me to use Herbine. It has
made me sound and well." 60c. Sold!




License has been issued for the
marriage of Mr. Alexander L. Hail
and Miss Sophia Hopson. The cere-
mony will be solemnized tomorrow
afternoon at four o'clock at Sinking
Fork by Rev. G. W. Davis.
41. 113 C:n 1=1..
























WHAT PROFESSIONAL MEN AND OTHERS
HAVE TO SAY!
Hopkinsville, Ky., Jan. 27, 1904.
To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:—
This is to say that I have known
Mr. Hamptom Fox, of this city, for
many years and know him to be a
high toned gentleman, every way re-
liable. It is my pleasure to say fur-
ther that in his profession of teach-
ig stenography, he has, to my per-
sonal knowledge, turned out some
very accomplished and skillful ste-
nographers, several of whom have
done work me. I know nothing of
his methods, but the results of his
work speak loudly in his praise.
Very respectfully,
Joe McCarroll.
I have read and heartily endorse
the above. Jan. 27, 1904.
W. P. Winfree, Jas. Breathitt,
C. H. Bush, J. I. Landes,
Lawrence Yonts, W. T. Fowler,
County Judge.
Hopkiusville, Jan. 28, 1904.
To Whom It May Concern:—
It gives me pleasure to recommend
Mr. Hampton Fox as a competent
teacher of Stenography. It was my
privilege to take private lessons from
him for several months, and I found
him entirely satisfactory as an in-








Your splendid training in Short-
hand and Typewriting and office
work mean t a good position, the min-
ute I was ready for one, and not only
that but your continual watchfulness
of your student's iuterests has meant
rapid advancement for me. I know
too that mine is no exceptional case,
as you treat all, to my knowledge
impartially. Wishing you continued
success, I am, Your. truly,
Nell Cayce.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Moh. 28, 1904.
To Whom It May Concern:—
This is to certify that I took short-
hand and typewriting under Mr.
Hampton Fox for twenty five days
and he secured a position which pays
me more per month than I paid him,
with the promise of an increase.
im :Very Respectfully, 411
:Willie Rose.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
My terms per scholarship on the first day of Sept.
is FIFTY DOLLARS, Twenty Five Dollars at the com-
mencement and Twenty Five Dollars after position is






The Victor Talking Machine, with
the latest improved rieid arm, is a
grand improvement — reproduces
Music, Song and Oratory so your
imagination leads von to believe the
performers are standing before you
We carry a full line.
epair Dept.
+.4444
We have the only completeBicycle
Repair Shop in the city.Every kind
of tool that is needed in repairing a.
bicycle we have it. All kinds of re-
pairing intrusted to us sill' be
promptly executed by skilled work
men. We do know how to repair
Bicycles, Typewriters. Guns and
Locks—we don't know how to re-








A High-grade, Well Equipped Training School Preparation for Col-
lege; for Business, for Life. Healthful Location; Intelligent Community;
Positive Christian Influences; Trained Instructors; Largo Campo. an.:
Athletic. Field; Equipped Gymnasium, Good Library; Interesting Mus
sum; Expenses Moderate. For particulars addreis
J.M.F1ctcher,M A, and J. MillobertsoM A, Principals











The New Era is requested to pub-
lish the following open letter to to-
. Woo growers written by Congress-
** Gaines, of Tennessee, who, aid-
ed by Congressman Stanley, James
Sad other Kentucky representatives
• !Wiling hard against the tobacco
4111114:
The attorney general of the United
States, responding to my complaint
made to him May 10th last, that the
"tobacco trust" bad oonspired un-
lawfully to restrain and monopolise
latentate and foreign trade and
commerce in tobacco and control
rites, to the great injury of tobac-
co growers, ad suggesting that he
"cause proper action instituted in
Abe courts, cavil and criminal, to dig-
, 'solve the trust, to enjoin its opera-
liens, and to punish the individuals
vire are so flagrantly and contemp-
t bloody defying the law," invited
as. "and others" to lay snob facts
and circumstances as would tend to
substantiate the charges, which
some within my knowledge or the
knowledge of any our people, before
the district attorney at Nashville,
that it may be determined whether
at net the pow*s of the court could
ha ifivoked as suggested.
Thereupon a mass meeting of to-
haw growers was milled and as-
enabled at Springfield, Tenn., early
* June, where the matter was con-
Iddeeed, resulting in the creation of
an ."Evidence Committee," the
chairman of which' is, Mr. relix G.
Swing, Glenraven, Robertson coun-
ty, Tenn., with instrottions to
tips* and ascertain as nearly as
foa practicable what proof exists and
Ian be adduced in court tending to
'Shoot that a combination or agree.
meat exists between any of the *v-
end tobacco companies that boy to-
bait* in this country, how far and
in what respect it attempts to re-
strain such trade and commerce in
tebecco, monopolise buying and oon-
Lye) prices,
The opmmittee must know the
facts and circumstances exactly as
they can be sworn to, in order that
the person. knowing the same may
be called to *stir) to them in cc:strut.
III. not assumed that any of our
people know of their own knowledge
that snob agreements were made.
None of us were present or parties to
it and of course we can not swear to
it, but all of us may know facts and
circumstances elearly pointing to
and indicating such an agreement
and which will constitute circum:
stantial evidence of its existence.
The fact that such an agreement was
made is predicated on evidence me
are trying to secure, in addition to
other data, tending to show, or actu-
ally showing, that the tobacco buy-
er* are acting under such agreement
and not in competition.
Conspiracies are rarely established
by direct proof of the agreement, but
the very strongest evidence is alway
found in the subeequent actions of
the parties.
The attorney-general having put
upon me 5he burden of discovering
the proof and the persons who know
the circumstantial fact* that go to
prove an unlawful combination, and
Invited me and others" (meaning
you) to furnish the same to the dis-
trict attorney at Nashville, I have I
decided to comply with that Invita-
tion In conjunction with the Evidence
Committee by asking you to furnish!
its chairman (Mr. Ewing) with such
facts as you may know, by respond- ,
ing to the following queistions as far
•
Ayer's
Don't try cheap cough nti-
cioes. Get the best, i!.!. er's
Cherry Pectoral. \Vhat a
record it has, sixty years of
Cherry
Pectoral
cures! Ask your doctor if
he doesn't use it for coughs,
colds, bronchitis, and all
throat and lung troubles.
I have found that Aper'm :.'herry Pretorel
I. the beet medicine Icon on/Frei .no or hrou•
°basis. isflo•uss, cnintho ape, 1.,..ro cold,"
5. LODIMAX, Ithocn. N.Y.
4jiiuüists1for
Bronchitis
I Cermet anytIndsncy to consiipa-
lion with small doses of Aver's Pius.
as you can, stating only such thing.
as you would be wiling, if called
upon, to swear to it court:
1. Name the tobacco companies,
agents, or peroons who were
the principal buyers of tobacco rais-
ed in your vicinity prAvious to 1902.
2. Name the companies, etc., now
8. Is there now competition in buy-
ing, and, if not, when did it cease?
4. Did :competitive buyers visit
your neighborhood or your county
towns previous to 1902, and do they
do so now?
5. Has the change affected prices,
and how?
6. What restrictions or restraints
are now placed by buyers upon trade
and commerce in tobacco?
7. For what market's your tobacco
bought?
8. Were there competitive buyers
from that market previous to 1902,
and is there competition now? State
very fully in detail.
9. State specifically who and how
many companies, firms, agents or
persons used to buy your tobacco,
who and how many of them are now
buying, and when any of them quit
buying.
10. Have you ever heard any agent
of buyers or companies make any
statement about an agreement be-
tween tobacco companies? If so,
state who, and when and what he
said.
11. State several different circum-
stances 00MIDF, within your knowl
Ate 'relating to your own eales, cis
to sates by your neighbors or others,
In Which it appeared that competi-
tion had been eliminated. Give Nev-
em' incident* of this kind.
12- State any fact of any nature
coming within your knowledge tend-
ing to show that an agreement exists
between buyers, that competition
has been done away with, or that any
restraint has been placed upon the
sale of tobacco for shipment to an-
other state or abroad.
18. State fully the manner of sell-
ing previous to 1902, and the manner
of selling now, and what effect it has
nad upon prices and amopen market,
and how and in what respect it has
limited or placed restraint upon trade
Lod commerce in tobacco.
Please respond categorically, num-
bering your responses to conform to
the questions. De concise and clear,
giving facts, writing plainly, and at-
tach it to this and mail it to Mr.
Ewing as early as practicable.
Please reply to every question—they
may seeda to be repetitions, but each
has its separate purpose and impor-
tance. It is very much hoped and
desired that you take a lively inter-
est in this matter and that you will
not fall to respond because others are
doing so. We want to make a con-





Two burglaries were committed in
the city last night and there is no
clue to the perpetrators. The resi-
dence of Mr. John White in the





On Board Escaped With-
outs Scratch.
Further particulars of the wreck-
ing of Louisville and Nashville,train
No. 62 near Slaughtersville Tuetiday,
have been received here. Ten per-
sons were injured.
There were several Hopkinsville
people on board, but &telegram from
John Y. Owsley states that nre of
them was. hurt.
Conductor J. F. Corbitt, who is
well known here, received the worst
injuries. His foot was mashed and
may have to be amputated. It is re-
ported that he had a rib broken.
The following list of the injure..d
has been secured:
Conductor J. F. Corbitt, badly cut
and bruised.
Mrs. Sarah and Alice Golden, of
709 ilonroe street, Nashville, Tenn.,
slightly bruised.
J. R. Davidson, of the Monticello
Hotel, St. Louis, bruised, bead cut
and one rib broken.
J. 0. Freeland and A. W. Taylor,
of Orangeburg, S. C., conductor and
engineer of the Atlantic Coast Lino,
slight bruises and cute about the
head.
Miss Minnie Love, 70 West North
avenue, Atlanta, Oa., bruised and
suffering from nervous shock.
Mrs. Lockenbach, of Nashville,
bruised.
J. P. Verdery, of Augusta, face cut
and bruised.
J. P. Parent, of Atlanta. slightly
bruised.
The train was No. 52, running be-
theen Nashville and St. Louis. It
carried 110 passengers, and a delay
of two hours was caused by the it/a-
bility of the railroad to provide sub-
stitute equipment quickly. The
sleeper and the women's coach were
derailed on the south switch at Bre-
ton,'a lumber camp, thirty-two miles
from Evansville, and the cause of
the accident is supposed to have
been a broken flange. Of the ten
persons injured, five required medi-
cal attention upon arrival at Sebree•
WORSE EVERY YEAR
Plenty of Hopkinsville Read-
ers Have the Same
Experience.
--
Don't neglect an aching back.
It will get worse every year.
Backache is really kidney ache.
To cure the back you must cure the
kidneys.
If you don't other kidney ills fol-
low—
' Urinary troubles, diabetes, bright'e
disease
A Hopkinsville citizen tells . you
how—the cure is easy.
Mrs. John Coombs, of 1226 S. Vir-
ginia St., says: For a great many
years I suffered with a persistent
aching across my loins and through
the kidneys. At times my back was
so bad that I cculd hardly turn in
bed and I could hardly lie on my
back at all without placing My hand
cinder it which seemed in some
measure to relieve the pain. A
friend of Mr. Coombs told him about
Doau's Kidney Pills and he got a
box for me at Thomas & Trahern's
drug store. On using them I steadi-
ly improved until the dreadful ach-
ing was relieved and I could attend
to my household duties without any
inconvenience. They did more for
me then any medicine I ever used
and I gladly recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cente. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
thief who cut a slat and opened a States.
Remember the
shutter. A watch, valued at $25, and take no other.
a pair of shoes were stolen. Mr. Tom
Richardson's residence on Twenty-
first street was also robbed. The bur-
glars found the front door open and
boldly entered. A watch and a pair
of trousers are iniseir.g. Bloodhounds
were taken to both places this morn-
ing, but as it had been several hours
since the burglaries were committed
and the trail had been crossed by





At the gun club shoot yesterday
afternoon, Mr. C. 0. LeCompte, the
visiting professional, led by making
a score of 91 out of a possible hun-
dred. Mr. C. O. Prowse was second.
Mr. LeCompte went to Clarksville
this morning and will shoot there
Ibis afternoon.
Macedonia Notes.
This section is in need of rain at
this time.
Mr. D. E. Fowler and wife are in
Macedonia for a few days. Mr. Fow-
ler has purchased some more real es-
tate in North Christian.
Married at the home of the bride in
Caldwell county on July 27, Mr.
Charles E. Croft to Miss Ariatie Jew-
ell. Elder John W. McCarron per-
formed the marriage ceremony in
the presence of many friends.
Married at the home of Elder G.
W. Davis on July 81, Mr. Alex Hale
to Miss Sophia Hopson, Elder Davis
officiating.
Mr. J. D. Capps, ohr road overseer,
is a believer in good roads. judging
from the efficient work be is doing.
Born to John D. ?denser and wife,
their first babe, a fine boy; also to
Harp Menser and wife a fine boy on
the same date, July 80
There will be service at Macedonia
church both morning and evening of
the first Lord's day in August. Eid-
er John W. McCarron will conduct
the morning service and Elder G. W.
Davis the evening.
Mr. James G. Cansier, of Lyon
coonty, is moeing to Macedonia. He
Is a good citizen.
Mr. R. V. Parker and family of
this place, will leave in a few days
to make their future home in Ten-
nessee.
Pat Hopper was arrested at Clax-
ton Saturday for assaulting Dock
Young on the picnic grounds. Hop-
per was in a drunken condition.
—White Man.
FOR SALE
h. B W Bowl.. Farm.
Formerly Owned and Known as the
W. W. Ware Farm, Lying Near
Gracey, Christian Co., Ky.
Executor's sale of land. A rare
opportunity to purchase productive
farming laud. Farm to be sold in
small tract* and as a whole.
The undersigned executor of R W.
Bowles will, by virtue of the auth-
ority invested in it under the provi-
sions of the will of the late B. W.
Bowles, on county court day, Mon-
day, Sept. 5, 1904, at the court house
door in Hopkineville, Ky., between
the hours of 11 a m and 2 p m., offer
at public auction and sell to the high-
est and best bidder the B W. Bowles
farm, known as the W. W. Ware
place, near Gracey, in Christian
county, Kentucky. The said lands
will be sold in parcels suitable for
small teems and also an a whole. The
sale will be made for one third 'sash
the balance in one and two years
with interest from date of,sale. Pur-
chaser will be required to execute
bord with good security from the
the deferred payments to the under-
signed.
The farm it described by metes and
bound as follows:
A tract of land lying in the wes-
tern portion of Christian county, Ky.,
on the road leading from liopkius-
villa to Cerulean Springs, containing
828 acres more or less and being the
same land conveyed by W. W. Ware
to Jas Redman and B.W. Bowles on
the Ninth day of February, 1891, and
thereafter conveyed by said James
Rodman and his wife to B W Bowles
on the first day of August, 18irl, and
which is described by metes and
bound as follows, viz;
"Beginning at a post oak north-
westwardly of the Bali Knob, Hop-
son's corner, now Jones' corner;
thence N 44% W 288 poles to a stake,
fallen post oak called for, near an
old deer lick; thence N 22%, E 88
poles toe stake, In a lane; tneuce N
38 W 180 poles to a stake on a high
bill to fallen white oaks called for;
thence S 46% W 152 poles to two dead
black jacks and pointers; thence 546
E 120 poles to a stake in the field,
stone called for, about 8 poles east-
wardly from a spring; thence S81 E
60 poles to a stake; thence S 48% W
i98 poles to a back jack in a glade,
corner to Lauder tract; thence with
• said line 5 83 E 172 poles to a stake
and pointers, another corner to the
Lander trazt, thence S 85 E 152 poles
to a post oak stump, on the east side
t or the brancn; thence S 90 W 37%
!poles to a stake at the turn of the
land, a division corner; thence with
the most estwardly edge of said lane
N 88% E 1806 poles to a stake at an-
other turn of the lane; thence N 38 E
124% poles to a stake in an old road,
(with four small black oaks and three
small hickories pointers,in Hopeon's
I now Jones' line; thence with said
!line N 78 W 107 poles to the begin
ning."
I Also another tract of land begin-
ning at the line on the lane, between
the farms of Joseph W. Radford and
Joseph Thomas and John P and .1 U
Campbell on the line of said Camp-
bells which is from the post oak
stump El 20 W 100 pelee to a stone on
the South side of the Springs road;
thence S72% E 134 poles to stake
thence N 20 E 88 pole to a stake at
the turn of the lane; thence with the
eastwardly side of said lane N 68% E
178 poles to a stake, and stake, at
the turn of the lane. Said boundary
is intended to include and embrace
the lane or road that leads from the
body of said tract on the south side,
to the Cerulean Springs road, and
running between the Cox and 
,
tracts, making an outlet for said
land on the south side to the public
road."
A lien will be retained upon the
miaLirditsszold to secure the deferred pay-
DEPOSIT BANK,
Russellville Ky„
Executor of B. W. Bowles.





Relief From the Dilemma
Tobacco Crowers Find
Themselves In.
There is not a single word in the
English language that is playing as
great a part le the history of the
world as this one word, concentra-
tion. Indeed, concentration is the
watchword of the hour. In *hutch,
state, railroads, !inane* and busi-
ness affairs of every nature there is
one idea that is ep prevalent we not
only see it, but feel it, and almost
breathe it; it both ramifies and
permeates. Concentrat.on is a new
disease which if we are not trying to
catch, we should be, for in it is the
essence of success today. Extreme
concentrated force must of course be
met by a counter force, though often
of a very different character. The
force of man's brain has turned Nia-
gara, a whirling sea of water, into
channels of greatest usefulness,
where it plays an important part in
the economy of our every day lives.
Concentration of thought and action
is becoming more powerful year by
year, until almost seems that it it
all powerful, and yet this is not true.
In the light of past progress there is
no concentration of force or power,
whether physical, intellectual, me-
chanical or financial, that will not
become a greater force. This con-
centrabsd force is not necessarily a
trespass upon the equitable rights of
others, but, unfortunately, when
placed in the hands of fallible man it
usually becomes so, and, therefore,
the necessity for a counter force.
The tobacco growers have felt the
hand of oppression and ruin laid
heavily upon them. They have en-
countered a concentrated force which
is spreadiag despair and dessolution
in its wake. There is no means of
banishing an eneftny more effectually
than by making him fully respect
you, and from this lasting and de-
sirable relations have grown.
Conceatrated thought and concert-
ed action upon the part of tobacco
growers can easily accomplish that
end which they desire a better price
for their tobacco. Men of every
other vocation organize and organize
advantageot.sly, certainly growers
can, and they must inevitably. In
days gone by there were organiza-
tions among farmers, seats as the
Orange, Wheelers, Farmers' Alli-
ance, etc., etc. These organizations
were cumbersome, unweildiy, con-
taining membership in many states,
having many salaried officers, and
last but not least, having politics
the monetary system of the country.
and divers other things injected into
them, until they died of their own
weight. In this tobacco district,
however, there should be an associa-
tion with but one end in view, the
better price of tobacco and make
that an entirely local matter, affect-
ing only about thirteen counties in
Tennessee and Kentucky. It is the
easiest and simpliest relief procura-
ble, and can be accomplished with-
outs gun shot of abuse, or ths hoist-
ing of a sword of vituperation. Ills
easier of accomplishment than the
holding of an ordinary county elec-
tion. It can be accomplished with-
out a violation of law, or without an
infringement uoon the inalienable
rights of others. We have already
neglected this matter too long when
a thing is inevitable. When we eas-
ily see the necessity for concentrated
thought and action it is best to do it
promptly. We have not lost an inch
of ground or a sentiment of patriot-
ism by the drilay. Such an organiza-
tion can be as easily effected now as
at any time in the past, but we have
sacrificed our tobacco unnecessarily
for several years. The press, that
indispensable ally to every move-
ment of importance is heartily
with the grower, the sentiment
of the world is overwhelmingly
with him. The opportunity is
atpand right now. There are pre-
Ilminary organizations with; fi*
telligent progressive man Mr.
H. Fort, president at it. bead
secretary and committees to do
bidding of the growers. TIoe f
is somewhat like the young Ii
has not learned h is strength. be
not fully appreciated the strati
organisation, but another Minot
fronts him. as inevitable as
concerted notion it must be b
or it will come like an avalaaoh.
greatest conservatism moat
All irrelevant matter most' be
nowed out, men of highest
of integrity and acumen must
in control to safeguard the
taking to one goal, an advanealit
price of tobacco. The growera
organise and resist this oft
lug flood which is rapidly
fog upon, and engulfing oup
interests, but if they did eat.
would forfeit that esteem in wbieli-
the world holds all men who kno*
their rights and know they are ea-






Fatal Affray at RInggolde‘
Some Other Matter*
of Interest.
(Special to New Era.)
CTARKSVILLE, Tenn., Aug. &we'
A sensationat shooting affair 1101*
place on Strawberry street, is 'that '
business part of this city yesteitlay
afternoon, Sam Buchanan ficiait ;t
twice at Staunton McWilliams, tem
weapon used being a 88-ealiber re-
volver. The street was crowded
with people. Roth shots went WI*,
The men are both well known WM.
ere who live just across the Cumbel.-
lend river from this city, and o.4111110110
grudge was the cause. Bucbanti
gave bond in the sum of $1,000.
Fatal Affray.
A fatal affray is reported to, have
taken place on the farm of Len John-
son, near Ringgold, this county, dne-1•
hog a negro festival and chinos. TOO
trouble is laid to have come up ikter,
a woman , and during the difflise*
named Quarles In the side twice wIt45
a 82-caliber revolver, wounding
Quarles fatally. Smith was arrested
Pete Smith ehot another
and brought to tbe county jail.
Barbecue a Suooess. ,
The annual barbecue at the Ouse t4
of Tom Williams, of the - HolMatIft.:
ville vicinity, just over thi;Iintill
Robertson couuty, was a splend
success last Saturday. A magnificeit
barbecue and spread was served on
the lawn, and there were distinguish-




Twenty-two candidates for mortal.;
,
cites to teach in the county sebb$0111
were examined by County
teudent Harmed yesterday.
are still a number of vacancies 113
rural schools yet to be filled
teachers.
To Form New Brands.,
A meeting has been call** for‘ssext
Saturday at Ringgold, this isontrtyt,
to form there a branch of the Ame,a4-,
can Society of Equity, which it
coming quite strong in this
Shaw-Barrow.
(leo. Shaw and Miss Minnie B0.1'
row, of Christian county, Ky., were
married at the court house here yait
terday by 'Squire Wilcox.
To Build Residence.
L. Yontz has purchased the std
Gooch property on North Main 81,,
the consideration being $1,800. Mee
ontz will begin at once to









Wad Pe-ru-as for Dyspepsia With
Great DelaIt
MON. RE C. SUTLER,
sa-wassea abase IWaal*, Prom Isiah
Garailas.
8. Senator M. O. Butler from
South Carolina., was Senator from
Ilia sten for two terms. In a recent
• *Oar from Washington, D.C., he says:
era PIDINIIIIIMMNI Panama far Oa-
sad akamaallt tivabb. Ihave
artiftaireriaaar=chlatzitmart
larImil a wealarfal amakias
• a good amnia "—M. C. Bader.
Afestia• Is not simply a remedy toe
Allgegtepshi. Penns is a catarrh remedy.
11111mas sures dynents benne it is
=ily dependent upon catarrh of the
It you do not derive prompt and sags.
tili t at once to Dr. Hartman, giving •rY
results from the nee of P.m.,
taJ1 statement or your case and he will
Ite pleated to Jive your his valuable ad.
gratis.
iddreits Dr. Hartman, President of
• oanitarium. Columbus. 0.
N MINTZ TYLER
,I BEISTIONED AS BISHOP
DOOLEY'S SUCCESSOR.
. Mason, of Louisville, Al-
so Spoken of For the
Position,
Inge Rev. John Poynts Tyler. of
Philadelphia, is being mentioned in
A tel Quaker 'city as the successor of
tits late Bishop Thomas Underwood
• Derliey, bishop of the diocese of
"...4 Kentuisky.
Dr. Tyler, says the Louisville
+Ivies, is now rector of the Church
of the Advent In Philadelphia. He
Is only forty-two yesis old, but
stands high in the chkrch as a seholar
and • speaker. He was born in Vir-
ginia and was graduated from the
ViNinis The 'logical seminary. He
ham recently been chosen an arch-
deacon of the diocene of Virginia.
The Rev. Dr. John K. Mason, of
St. Andrew's church, in Louisville,
Is spoken of in connectiou with the
vacancy and his fitness for the place
is being urged by many churchmen.
The election of a Bocce., or to Bienop
Dudley will be held at Calvary
church in Louisville next mouth.
ror Covernor of Indiana.—Taggart Welcomed --Fair-:
banks Notified.
INDIANAPOLIS, Aug. 3.—The
• Democratic State convention met
today and by acclamation nominat-
- oil John W. Kern for governor.
Senntor Fairbanks was formally
notified today of his nomination as
*publican candidate for vies pros'.
dpat. The speech was made by Hon.
Arilibe Boot, of New York, who was
istaporary chairman of the National
Republican oonvention.
°Thema. Taggart, chairman of the
'011111Derstic National committee, was
:,..146 a beart-wartning reception by
erbribolaa people upon his ream
Iasi night. He was escorted
parade 016,000 people through
TO IMPROVE, WHEAT
IS EFFORT OF KENTUCKY
EXPERIMENT STATION
Hope to Develop a Crain
Which Will Not De-
generate.
The Kentucky experiment station
has issued bulletin No. 113, treating
of "Protein-content of the Wheat
Kernel." The bulletin is the result
of experiments covering periods of
from three to ten years, and is the
work of J. N. Harper, agriculturist,
and W. H. Scherfflus, chemist. The
bulletin is styled "Studies on the re-
lation Deemed certain physical char:
eaters of the wheat kernel and its
chemical composition, and a propot-
ed method for improving wheat by
the selection of seed." Mr. Harper
is an explorer in this particular
branch of wheat culture, and this is
the first bulletin ever issued from an
experiment station on this phase of
the wheat oteture.
The experiments grew out of the
long reeognised fa& that wheat na-
tive to one locality degenerates when
transferred to another locality. Mr.
Harper set about to dad a method of
producing a type of wheat which
would be adapted to the physical and
chemical characteristics of Central
Heutuoky soil, and which would
hold its own indefinitely. While Mr.
Harper does not claim to have ac-
complished what be originally set
out to do, in fact does not make men-
tion of such a determination, he does
propose a method for improving the
wheat.
The bulletin finds that wheat does
not wholly laterite original otaracter -
leties,but that some flinty grains are
always:present. It finds these flinty
grains more nitrogenous, and to be
also richer in protein, and that such
wheat is more valuable than the
starchy kind.
It disproves the claim that the
flinty kernels are the unripe grains
and prove e that early "testa are
richer in protein than the later va-
rieties, and are therefore more valu-
able.
In cinclusion the bulletin gives
the following summary:
Our results lead us to believe, first.
that the flinty kernels in any given
variety of wheat, and preferably
those from the middle of the head,
should be selected for planting, in
order to develop a type of protein
wheat: Second, that the early ma-
turing varieties, if equally good in
other respects, are to be preferred
for this purpose.
The bulletin describes a device to
measure the amount of pressure uec-
essary to cut a kernel, traversely.
This machine was designed by Mr.
Harper, and was constructed at the
mechanical department of the State
college.
If the findit.gs of the experiments
are put to use by the farmers of Kea-
tucky the result will be a much bet-
ter quality of wheat, and possibly is
surer and larger yield.
STOMACH DOSING
WILL NOT CURE
The Only Way to Cure Catarrh is by
Breathing Hyomei.
Ask any physician if catarrh is a
blood disease and he will tell you
that it is a diseased condition of the
mucous membrane and that it can-
not be cured by blood purifiers, pills,
tablets, or other forms of stomach
dosing. The only sensible and scien-
tific way of curing catarrh is by the
use of Himmel.
Breathed for a few minutes, four
or five times a day, through a hard
rubber inhaler that is BO small that
it can be carried in the vest pocket,
Hyomei will absolutely destroy all
catarrhal germs and core the disease.
L. L. Elgin, one of the most relia..
hie firms in Hopkinsville, is giving
his personal guarantee with every
package of Hymnal he sells, that it
effect a cure or he will return the
money. Be has had scores of reports
of remarkable cures of both acute
and chronic cases o: catarrh by Hy-
ornei.
Tbe complete Hyornei outfit costs
$1 00 and comprise. an inhaler, a
*Nets to Tomiinoon Hall, botSla of Hyomei and &dropper. The




Miss Jean Goldthwaite is at Daw-
son Springs.
Mr. H. Bohn has returned from
Clarksville.
Mr. John Feland has returned
from Dawson.
Mr. Harry G. Smith has returned
from Knoxville.
Judge M. D. Brown, of Madison-
ville, is in the city.
Miss Helen Royalty is here from
Princeton, Mo., to visit her mother
and sister.
Mrs. Mary Thomas and son, Mr.
John P. Thomas, have returned from
Dawson Springs.
Mrs. M. P. Gentry Hillman, of Bir-
mingham, Ala., is in the city visiting
her brothers,the Messrs. Wooldridge.
Mrs. V. M. Williamson and chil-
dren are visiting the family of her
brother, Mr. Tandy Henderson at
Vion, Ky.
Mr. Will Winfree, who has been in
Imisiness st Dawson Springs several
months, is quite ill and returned
home last night.
Mrs. H. G. O'Neill and her moth-
er,IMrs. W. H. Hopson, have gone to
their summer home "Inniscarra"
near Detroit, Mich.
Samuel Klein, wife and son, Moses,
of Hopk Ineville, were in the- city
yeetarday visiting their cousin, Mr.
and Mrs. Hyman Brenner, whom
they had not eeen in ten years, hav-
ing Just come from Russia.—Clarks-
ville Leaf Chronicle.
Mesdames E. 0. Collis and W. T.
Fowler, Misses Mary DfoPherson,
Susie Rutherford, Louise Steger
Evie Quarles, Kate Quarles, Virgie
Noun°, and Messrs. Will 'Collis,
James Nourse, Frank Barker and
Galloway Mt rria left this morning
for St. Louis where they gill spend
two weeks at the World's Fair.
From Wednesday's Daily"
Miss Maud Canaler has returned
from Madisonville.
Dr. Darwin Bell, of Gracey, was in
the city yesterday.
Mrs. James Wilson, of Louisville,
is visiting Mrs. Gaither Eord.
Mr. Tom J. McReynolds an .1 fami-
ly have gone to St. Louis to visit the
World's Fair.
Miss Willie Long has returned
from a visit to Miss Bertha Cate, in
Madisonville.
Dr. and Mrs. Clifton C. Ferrell, of
Oxford, Miss:, are visiting Maj. and
Mrs. J. 0. Ferrell.
Miss Sue Badger has returned from
an extended trip to Clarkevilie and
Hopkinsville, Ky.—Nashville News.
Miss Manta Turns, of Rochester,
Ky., who is spending the summer at
Dawson, is visiting the family of Mr.
P. T. Swain.
Miss Kathleen Fuqua, of Clarks-
ville, will arrive in the city tomorrow
to visit Misses Zilpah WalkOand
Mary Cushman.
Mrs. Broomfield, of Hopkinsville,
is visiting Mrs. J. M. Hamlett.. ...E.
M. Flack, the prominent tobacco
man of Hopkinsville, is in the city.—
Clarkeville Star.
Mrs. T. W. Buckner and daughter,
Miss Mary Clark Buckner, returned
to Henderson yesterday. They were
In the wreck at Breton but escaped
without injury.
Miss Maggie McGraw and Alberta
Hille. of Hopkineville, and Rubie
Young, of Nashville, are the guests
of Mrs. Minnie Warner, of South
Clarksville. ..J. W. Downer, of
Hopkineville Ky., is in the city
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stain brooke are
visiting in HopkinevIlle.—Clarks-
ville Leat.Chronicle.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Dougherty, of
who have been theHopkiiiiiville,
guests of Mr. aLci Mrs. Sam Brum-
field, returned home Monday.... The
Misses Nuckolls returned to their
home near Honkinsville yesterday
after a visit to Mrs. Ruby Latfoon.—
Madisonville Hustler.
S.
Fine Farm to be Sold.
On August 16, 1904, at 11 o'clock a.
m., in front of the courthouse door,
in Hopkineville, Ky., I will offer for
sate at public outcry to the highest
and best bidder, the farm known as
the old "John Ferguson place" situ-
ated in Christian county, one, mile
South of Herndon on the Dover road.
Said farm contains 277 acres of fine
land well fenced with wire, is excel-
lently watered and very productive;
would make a fine stook farm; sixty
acres in timber. The buildings upon
said farm consist of a two-story six-
room dwelling, two cabins, a new
stable and barnall itlgood condition.
Terms of sale to be one-half cash,
balance in easy payments.
watdS2t Clifton Long, att'y.
Citizen of America.
Wm. S. Klele became a citizen of
the United States yesterdayAnalify-
ing in the court of Judge Fowler..
POLITICAL NOTES.





Miss Sallie R. Brown, the efficient
superintendent of 'Hopkins county
schools, who has many friends here,
has decided not to apply again for
the office. The following candi-
dates have aDaady announzed for
the position: W. B. Davis, of Nebo;
A. J. Fox, of White Plains vicinity;
J. M.1 Browning, of Hanson; Fred
Hoffman, of Silent Ron, and B. L.
Ferguson, of Madisonville. Mr.
Ferguson, who is city attorney of
Madisonville, formerly resided here.
The Third district Democratic
committee has called a district con•.
vention to meet at Scottsville, Sep-
tember 90, to select a nominee for
Congress. County mass-conventions
will be held ,Teptember 17.
Judge Matt O'Doherty was ap-
pointed by Gov. Beckham to the
Jefferson circuit court bench, to suo-
coed the late Judge Upton W. Muir.
The appointment is for the interim
until November, when there will be
an election to fill the Unexpired term.
— I
A prominent Hopkinsville Repub-
lican politician has bet a Democrat
here $40 to $20 that Parker will de-
feat Roosevelt. The Democrat be-
lieves that Parker will win, but 2 to
1 odds tempted hint to put up the
coin. The Republican says he is as
stanch a partisan as lives, but he
needs the money.
The Fifth congressional district
Democratic committee has declared
Hon. Swager Sherley the regular
nominee for congress.
Jo A. Parker, a member of the ex-
ecutive committee of the Populist
party, has received a telegram from
Thomas E. Watson, of Georgia, stat-
ing that he will accept the nomina-
tion for president recently tendered
him by the National Populist Con-
vention.
Jesse M. Littleton, Republican
nominee for governor of Tennessee,
has accepted the challenge of Gov.
Frazier to meet him in joint debate
on tbe stump this fall.
.1•11M,MR.=.1•
After a conference with a number
of his close personal and political
friends in Nashville, Gov*. Benton
McMillin, in a signed statement, an-
nounced his withdrawal from the
race for the United States senate.
He gives as his reason for asking
this step that he has become con-
v,nced the sentiment of the state of
Tennessee favors the return of his
opponent, Gen. William B. Bate, to
the senate, and he turther states that
he does not longer desire to remain
in the contest, as by doing so he
might endanger the success of the
party.
The preliminary report of the com-
missioner of 'eternal revenue, issucd
yesterday, shows a great increase
over the preceding year. Kentucky
ranks fourth among the states, being








Why not stop this falling of your hair? At this rate you will mos
be without any hair, Just remember that Hall's Hair Renewer




We have just received an elegant line of
light driving harness. Prices run from
$12.50 to $27.50.
Some beauties in this shipment. If you w
something extra nice come and see what
have. ¶We also offer 4 strong, very servioet
ble hand-made harness at
ve 41 $13.50
See this if you want something extra strong:
Will make some vary close prices on hes
WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.













A Specinlist in Charge
of Each Department.
Preparation for Schools of Medicine, Lel, and Engineering and for
Universities. Complete Onoree, leading to Degreee. Ntmit excellent in-
struction in Di.tromental and V•,cal Moeic %nil in Elocution. Good course
in Stenography and Typewriting Catalogues and circulars at Hopper &
Kitchen's Book Store.
A. C. It UYRIEDIDALL.
H. CLAY SMITH.
Choice Milling Wheal Waled
We are today paying 95 cts. per bushel de-
livered on track Louisville, for No. 2 Soft Red
Winter Wheat, and aim at all times to pay the
top market price.
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In recognition of his excellent ser-
vices as local agent in Hopkinsville,
the Illinois Central railroad has giv-
en Mr. E. M. Sherwood a promotion
that carries with it. 'accessed re-
sponsibility a fine advance in salary.
Mr. Sherwood will be traveling
freight agent for the road with head-
,quartars at Jackson, Tenn. His !s-
alon of friends rejoice at his good
fortune, but will deeply regret his
leaving Hopkinsville. He has been
a resident of this city for ten years
aad by his superior business ability
and social qualifications he has won
the high regard and thorough confi-
dence of the community. Mr. Sher-
wood came to Hopkinsville from
Evansville. Since the building of
Tennessee Central, Mr. Sherwood
has, in addition to his other duties,
been agent for that road and has
worked up a large business. The
Illinois Central has not announced
ho will succeed Mr. Sherwood
here.
A Sweet Breath.
' is a never falling sign of a healthy
stomach. When the breath is bad
the stomach as out of order. There
' is no remedy in the world equal to
Hodol Dyspepsia Cure for curing in-
digestion, dyspepsia and all stomach
disorders. Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of
White Plains, Ky., writes: "I have
been a dyspeptic for years; tried all
kinds of remedies but continued to
grow worse. By the use of Kodol I
began to improve 'at once, and after
taking a few bottles am fully restor-
ed in weight, health and strength
and can eat whatever I like." Kodol
• digests what you eat and ioakes the




Will be Required For Rural
Carriers.
An emphatic denial is given by
Fourth Assistant Postmaster (iener-
al Briatow to the report that the de-
partment is about to issue an order
requiring carriers in the rural free
delivery service to purchase anfl
wear uniforms. Mr. Bristow believes
that the carriers should be uniform-
ed, and states that ultimately they
will be required to don a distinctive-
ly style of dress, but for the present,
at least, no action in the connection
Is contemplated.
Petitions for rural routes continue
to pour in, as formerly, each section
wanting a liberal share of the more
than 9,000 routes that will be estab-
lished during the current fiscal year.
---•••••
Rheumatism.
When pains or irritation exist on
any part of the body, the application
of Ballard's Snow Liniment gives
prompt relief. E. W. Sullivan, Prop.
Sullivan House, El Reno, 0. T.,
writes, June 6, 1902: "I tak• pleasure
in recommending Ballard's Snow
Liniment to all who are afflicted
with rheumatism. It is the only
remedy I havt found that gives im-
mediate relief." 26c, b0c, $1.00. Sold
by Ray & Fowler.
Sadly Burned.
From Monday's Daily)
Miss Minnie Armistead was badly
burned this morning while making
some candy at hr home on South
Main street. The candy had come
to • boil, and lu lifting the vessel
from the stove, one end of it slipped
from her hand and the contents were
poured over left Mimi from the fingers
to the elbow. 'though she is not
confined to her C.0,11, She is unable
to use her hand.
I and nothing better for liver de-
rangement and constipation than
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets.—L. F. Andrews, Des
Moines, Iowa. For sale by L. L.
Elgin.
'
TOM CURTIS SHOT IN THE
HAND.
Another One Of Those In-
teresting North Chris-
tian Picnics.
• One of thc quietest and most en-
joyable picnics that have taken place
in that vicinity lately was the one
near New Empire Saturday.
Not only was no one killed, but on-
ly one man was shot and be is not
seriously wounded.
Tom Curti; and Bob Sizemore had
an unpleasantness. 0, a mere trifle.
Instead of slapping Tom on the wrist
as they do in the effete East. Bob
shot him in the hand with his revol-
ver. Bob was quite mortified they
say over his poor aim, but, according
to a telephone message, he had been






(Special to New Era.)
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Aug. 1.—
Ex-Gov. Robert Emory Pattison
died here today of heart failure.
With one exception,—Gov. Black—
he was the only Democrat who ever
held the office of governor of Penn-
sylvania. He was elected first in
1883 serving four years, and again in
1891. Gov. Pattison was born in
Quantico, Md., Dec. 8, 1850.
This Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, cure Feverishness, Bad
Stomach, Summer Bowel Trouble,
Teething Disorders, cleanse and reg-
ulate the Bowels and destroy worms
They:never fail. Over 80,000 testi.
menials. At all druggists 26c. Sam-
ple free. Address Allen S. Olmstead,
LeRoy, N. Y.
BROUGHT $11,000
Morrow Farm Sold by Master
Commissioner Bell.
(From Monday's Daily.)
The Morrow farm, just South of
the city, was sold today by Master
Commissioner Douglas Bell. The
property brought $13,000 and was
purchased by M K. Anderson, of
Elkton,
DeWitt,. EA; Sake
Wee Pllea Berea Sort I.
MR. HOWELL HAD
THE FORMER MAYOR OF
CLARKSVILLE.
Cashier Of National Bank.r
Founder Of City Schools /
There.
A. Howell, cashier of the Clarks
ville National Bank, died at his
home in Clark4ville Sunday, of cir-
rhosis of the liver. He was born in
Robertson County, Tenn., November
7, 1S31. Mr. Howell was electe4
mayor of Clarksville in 1882 and rail.
elected in 1844, serving two term$
and giving the city a splendid adi
ministration. He contributed more
influentially than any man there to
the establishment and maintenance
of the public schools of Clarksville
For many years be has been a had
lug factor to financial circles.
Mr. Howeii married Miss Nonni
Johnson, daughter of the late Hon
Wylie B. Johnson, April 29, 1868
who, with a son and deirelitt r, sur
viva him.
alih. Ce R. X AI..




Miss Yola Young entertained
few of her friends Friday evening at
"Sunny Brook" In honor or her
CAPITAL IS INCREASED guests, Miss Burke,of Louisville, and
TO $26000 MISS Stewart, of Nashville. Deli,.
' cious refreshments were served.
corporators are 'V. T. Tandy, W. C.
White, and James A. Young, Jr.
There is $15,000 preferred stock, the
shares being $26 each, and $10.000
common stock divided into $100
shares. The preferred Ptock is paid
in. The bu iiness will be conducted
by a board of three or live directors
elected by the stockholders. The!
incorporation is for fifty years and'
the indebtedness cannot exceed $75,- •,„n
000. The old company's capital.
stock was $15,000, and the amount le
has been increased in order to enlarge I.
the plant, which is double its former;
size, with correspondingly increased I•
capacity. The new service in street'
lights is giving thorough satisfaction,
and the incandeircent machinery will!l
bc operation for the first time tonight. •
'CASTOR IA
Death at Crofton.New Plant Twice As Large
As the One Which Was James Martin, aged 26, died Sun-
Burned, day of consumption at the home of
his father, Mr. John B. Martin in
Crofton.
Articles incorporating the Hoy- 
CI.41.1111"1"C,PILI.a..kinsville Gas and Electric Corn- smiths The Kind You Hass Alva Belthi
panv have been filed with Coon- Biessuus
efty Clerk Prowse and in the utile.. of ;
the secretary of state in Frankfort.'





FOR A RICH MAN
For Infants and Children. •




That's what the SOUTHERN•
MUTUAL INVESTMENT Co..
of Lexington, Ky.. affords.
As little as $2.2.5 per month
or any multiple of 82.26 may
be invested.
Under state supervision
with $100,000.00 on deposit
with the treasurer of Ken-
tucky.
I can show you how it•
will pay you to put SOMe•





















Has done more good in
Hopkinsve than all other
medicines combined. They











• Beware of the druggist who•
• has something just as good. •





The strides we have
made in the Furniture
business proves that we
have the mark of public
satisfaction.
If we were
Men of words, and not of deeds,
We'd surely never fill your needs
with the proper
Furniture!
That we have in stock, the quality and the price that
compel people to purchase, is beyonn preadventure a
fact. BOTH PHONES,
Home 1149 Cumberland 136-2
Keach Furuiture Co
Ninth Street. Near Main.
-1 N-
Caw kers
ROOT E0 THE BLOOD.
After the age of 45 Ce so, when the vital powers are
naturally weaker, it is noticed that a hurt of any kind
heals slowly, and often a very insignificant scratch or
bruise becomes a bad ulcer or sore. At this time of lifewarty growths, moles and pimples that have been on the
body almost from birth begin to inflame and fester, and
before very long are large eating, sloughing ulcers.
Whenever a sore or ulcer is rm., woo,—/nove not
slow in healing then you may Dna.e your great medicine. I had a
batly wrong with your blood• nov.er ben'. The dosteirs. .-Paynomess klastit tor
be sure something is radical- Ltripp/raeliglard—bn woisj
has beeeolndstailumiltbeGrrinit"heren 
that titer t&kint 5.1. 
and 
11111Witialt001t b al 1 as 
to
years is
ainstIbte)greianknsinogutoanassed bret- t EiThtirwas."11.abotuir tiallgaror " _
comes a bad ulcer and per- Gant, auaratn county, Mo. ,10111
hey. ...n sign of it sins*. arinAl '
haps the beginning of Cancer. These old sores are rooted in the blood,
while washes, soaps, salves, etc. keep the
clean, they are not healing. A 
,
median
purify and strengthen the polluted blood, and a
to build up the general system is what is needed,
• S. S. S. is just such a remedy. No poison is so pow-erful and no germ so deadly that this great vegetable blood remedy canreach it, and ulcers of every kind quickly yield to its wonderful
properties. Medical advice or any information you may desire will beby our physician without charge.
OWE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., AMON,
11 fr C C Knight,
REAL ESTATE.
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at handwe invite those who want to lmy or sell to consult this column.We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-.vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnishprospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to themCome to see us if 3 ou want to sell, it costs nothing if you fail.414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville pike,*one milefrom two railroad station, L It N and T C. Susceptible of division into 3tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant housesstables, rte. Will be sold as a whole are divided to suit purchasers. COM0and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Good farm of 166 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is wellfenced, has house of 3 rooms, good tenement house of 8 rooms, two large'new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of steakwater, new smoke house and other outbuildings and about 20 sores goodtimber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 8 dwellings, one store house withgood trade established, blacksmith shop and postnilice with daily mallThe mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. Capaci-ty of 60 barrels of flour yer day. Thoroughly equipped short system rollermill. About 4 miles from railroad and no other mill within fouremiles. Aplen did chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in timber, good 6 room dwelling,outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within 5 miles of Hopkinsville, fine truckfarm.
A fine productive farm of 136 acres in one of the best neighborhood&in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mileof railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn andlarge stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acresin timber; balance in line state of cultivation.
A splendid farm of 800 acres in one of the best sections of SouthernKee.tucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwel-ling house, cistern, ice house, 8 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with cap-acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on onerailroad and 8 miles from depot on another. Good schools and ohdrobelconvenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold eta bargain. ! .
A fine farm of 400 acres within one
mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five
acres In fine timber. This farm is
well fenced with hedge and wire and
divided into five shifts, on each of
which is plenty of never failing water.
buildings. All in excellent repairPrice and terms reasonable. '
Good residence on corner ofand 1st streets, fronting 60 feetMain by 200 feet deep. House has
This is one of the finest farms in the moms, good cistern, stable and nbest !ermine section of Kentucky, cessary out-buildings. For sale.
well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco Twogood residence Iota on Mainand all kinds of grasses. l'here is St. in Hopkinsville, well located.no better stock farm in the county. The only vacant lots on West side ofroreypeamire,ntfis nil:a first wc loa-ssstoarnyd i nf r &pule r Me- i 
Elegant 
gSat n. t r 
lot
s8a01xe 200a t a wf t .1 lo  
Jesup
aye_




frame tenant houses, two large new , laanAnddn,froeunlietggotarone
d public road in one of
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
barns, two graineries with i
Christian, convenient to postoffice,
large stables, cow houses, tool house,
schools and churches, in a high state
the best neighborhoods' in South
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 roomsand hall,one largeltobacco barn ,goodstables and cow house, buggy house,2 new cabins, smoke house, henhouse, new wire fence, nice youngorchard, grapes, rasp-berries andstrawbernes,plenty of water, very,desirable, will be sold cheap and oneasy
Some beautiful vacant lots on Wal-nutii3,1,i40 otmi oastreet.enbtergreoes 
of desirable farming landMontgomery
, elroy
county, Tenn, heavi-
miles from Howell,Ky. price $7.00 per acre.
l'ine farm of 2i2 acres in neigh-borhood of Howell, Ky., at a greatbihnuaos 
Very
o e g 









Tenn., , miles north 7f_ ;
j
,the best street.tio
A nice residence at Casky, 4,Cy.
sta n. 
This place can be bought for only
in
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage endWAX/ per acre, $10.000.00 cash and two room office yard; goodbalance on very easy terms, with 6
gd
servants house, large good ice house,per cent, interest, large stable and carriae house an Trice farm 01 142 acres within all necessary out buildings; splend:dSmiles of Hopkinsville, on good pub. shade and fruit trees, never failinlie road. Good dwelling, tobacco well, good cistern; convenient to des .i:pot, school and church; 6 miles froth '' ,
barn, steble, outbuildings and plenty '
1
of timber and water. Desirable place liopkinsville with good pike nearlyirwill be sold cheap. the whole distance. Splendid local= 'One of the most desirable residem ion for a doctor. lces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet Valuable store room on Mainfront by 268 feet deep House with street. One of the best business loostions in the city.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown I,and Broad streets, 7 rooms good out-
carriage and ice house, two large cis-
terns, in fact an ideal farm with
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front
of house. One of the most desirable
farms in the state, in one of the best
neighborhoods, convenient to schools
thurches and good market. The
land in first-class condition. Will
be sold on easy tortes to suit pur-
chaser.
512 acres In tract, 400 acres in culti-
vation, ground lies very level and is
a very rich soil.
Produced last year '76 bu. corn per
sere, 21 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000
to '290 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
There are 226 acres of this farm in
red clover.
This place has a fine 10 room resi-
dence, large barns, good pond, 7 good
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
negro labor, is well fenced and locat-
ed on good public road, in Montgoin-
4
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
cir.tern, stable and all necessary out-
Price and terms reasonable.
buildings. All in excellent repair.
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and60 acres of fine land 13i miles from on reasonable terms.Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good Residence, 6 rooms, stable, oarri-spring and barn, fenced and has 20 age house and all necessary outbuild. , 1acres of timber. Very desirable jugs good cistern and orchard. Two
from Bennetstown Ky. Good house
propel ty.
Good farm of 160 acres, ' 2 miles tucky College, $1,600. Will sell this
acres of land adjoining Kens
mplanceeoaftmloilwl, proiecte
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in Moafenedeonanedasycht7reh,
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
large tobacco barn, good frame sta-
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
ble 2E480 feet,40 acres in fine timber.
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
convenient to schools and churches
good level land and a desirable farm
good orchard. Farm in good condi-
and on good road.
f`ne of the most desirable reed- sold at a bargain.
tion and very productive. Will bedences on S. Virginia St., corner lot,86 feet front by 286 feet deep. House Large two-story house and twowith beautiful shade and fruit trees acres of ground fronting on first.good cistern and all necessary out- street and running back to the river
 v !opens September I. EDMUND HARRISON4Prcsid
ettleiek 4iomi.....446011 4t,r44111.111.10/tni ,~4,001$11▪ 10.
Bethel Female College
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.Primary, Preparatory and Collegiate Depts..Select school for Young Ladies and Girls. Thorough, tzaining under help.ful influences. Write for information and a catalogue.
 4
onommormigina"""""w"mommoilmallga6. 
The greatest nation in the world is
the restest consumer of coffee.
Lion Coffee
Is the standard beverage of every







111111ks DeWitt le the name to look for when
Witch Hasel 
. MI,CateWt iSas the
and onty irenult.o. In fact
reV'sls the only Wttch Hazel Salve
Met is made from the unadulterated
'Witch-Hazel
Medlars are coaderfelbritaslinte
Mks& deep ad worikkies—eveil
deasenem. Dellikr•Wkwir SiodSalver
Is • aprialfto for Piles: aka. Blesdime,
Whig mit Promise Paw XlkoCruts.
=or Sietakw. LAAWIDISA.Is. Corbeled's. Eczema
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TRY..A BOTTLE OF OUR
MOSQUITO
'FUME












, A parr appneationdsrweeisol I rethe  remove try er;
riatJa.
..4T1116011.A is a new dierrovery,rueranteed
awl mammy refunded If It falls to remove
eeau•s, ilespies, Liver Spots. Blackheads
i INS. bisoolorsuons and Oteligurtng Erup-
T. none. Ordinary oases In 10 days, the worse
We Ill firrilkAtter thole defeats are removed
WA ilr111 be soft, clear, healthy and
• Price Id* at drug stores or by
. Thousands of ladles testify to the
ihe of Batinola.
Inlet Brown writes: ••St Louis, Ho.,
le. NM, 1 have been using your Sett.,
Zgyptian Cream Soap and Nadine
T•wder, and like them mil very much.
WOW Ile diet artizianier since childhood I
1611n without freckles. I am Ss years
amid love • better complexion now than
111141111
'NATIONAL TOILET CO.,
'Aso, : : : : TENN.
add In Hopkineville by all druggists
Illarlds Fair Excursion Slates
Over the I. C.
Ves aoeount of the Louisiana Fur-Rapobition, the Illinois Con-
Railroad Company will sell
trip tickets to St. Louis as tol-
1
4461 25th to November
111111, limited to Dec. 16_512.26
April So., to Nov. 80th.,
tad to 00 days from
of sale. but not later
Asia Dec. 16th $10.25
nab, to Nov. 110th,
to 10 days from
sale $0.15
be limbed to wa-
le boa dineeloes.
ION MINIS CONE
MR. JAMES M. CLASS
PASSES AWAY.
Death Ends Long Invalid-
Ism.—Born In Hopkins-
ville 75 Years Ago.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mr. James M. Glass, a beloved and
highly esteemed citizen, died this
morning at his residence on East
Seventh street. He had been serious-
ly ill from Neer for three weeks and
for several days his friends and rel-
atives bad known there was little
hope for his recovery. The end came
shortly before two o'clock, and he
passed away peacefully.
Mr. Gum was a retired merchant
and during the period of his business
career he had achieve4 a reputation
for honor and integrity of which any
man might be proud, and be held the
thorough confidence of everyone who
knew him. He was for year. in the
hardware business and then entered
the dry goods trade. He and his
brother, the late Henry Glass, were
among the first prospectors to dis-
cover the mineral resources of Crit-
tenden county, and their flour spar
mine, the Columbia, was among the
first shafts sunk in that region. Fail-
ing health forced Mr. Glass to retire
from the active pursuits of a business
life and for years he had been an in-
valid and had suffered greatly, but
with Christian fortitude.
Mr. Glass was a native of Hopkins-
ville, having been born hare seventy-
five years ago. He was a son of the
late Dr. David and Mrs. Rebecca
Glass, members of a prominent Vir-
ginia family, who settled in Chris-
tian county a few years before James
M. Glass' birth. Amang the other
children of Dr. and Mrs. Glass were
Henry, David and Thomas Glass,
and Mrs. Virginia Latham. Mrs.
Latham is the only surviving mem-
ber of the family. Mr. Glass was an
uncle of Admiral Henry Wass, of the
United States navy, and of Mr. John
C. Latham, of New York. One child,
Miss Jennie E. Glass, survives him,
his wife, who was a sister of Mr.
Henry C. Gant, having died some
years age.
Mr. Ohms was a consecrated Chris-
ties, and a devoted member of the
Ninth Street Presbyterian church.
His life was a gospel of good will and
good works, spent in unselfish devo-
tion to his family, his church and
his fellowman, and he kept always
is beautiful faith in God and human-
kind. He leaves behind the exam-
ple of a pure and useful , life, un-
swerving in its loyalty to duty and
the truth. The tenderest sympathy
of the community goes out to the be-
reaved daughter and his sister, Mrs.
Latham
Funeral arrangements have Doi
been announced.
Suicide Prevented.
The startling announcement that a
preventive of suicide had been dis-
covered will interest many. A run-
down system, or despondency Inver
iably precede suicide and something
has been found that will prevent
that condition which makes suicide
likely. At the first thought of self
destruction take 'Micah: Bitters. It
being a great tonic and nervine will
strengthen the nerves and build up
the system. It's also a great Stom.
soh, Liver and Kidney regulator.
Only 60c. Satisfaction guaranteed
by L. L. Elgin and Cook & Higgins
Druggists.
William Nepal Here.
William E. Neal, who shot and
killed James K. Shrader at the Cap-
ital Hotel in Louisville Feb. 1, 1904,
is in the city. He was released un-
der $5,000 bond by Judge Pryor re-.
sently. It is said that he is here to
gather evidence to be used in his
case.
This Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, cure Feverishness, Bad
Stomach, Summer Bowel Trouble,
Teething Disorders, cleanse and reg-
ulate the Bowels and destroy worms.
Thoyacer fad. Over 80,000 tellti-
otonials. At all druggista Se. Sam-








that runs on wheels.
Sold Everywhere.
‘14 Made by STANDARD OH. CO.
CHICKEN THIEVES
Under Late Law Will Be
Sent to the Pen.
The last legislature fixed up a
mighty rocky road for chicken
thieves to travel. Heretofore the of-
fense has been only petty larcenyi
punishable by fine and imprisonment
In the county jail, but our salons at
the last session of the legislature
passed the following act which was
approved March 17, 1904:
"If any person shall steal chickens,
turkeys, ducks or other fowls of the
value of $2.00 or more, he snail be
confined in the penitentiary not lee*
than one nor more than five years.
Approved March 17,1904."
End of Bitter Fight.
"Two physicians had a long and
stubborn fight with an abuse cu my
right lung" writes J. F. Hughes, of
DuPont, Gs., "and gave me up. Ev-
erybody thought my time had come.
As a last resort I tried Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption.
The benefit I received was striking
and I was on my feet in a few days.
Now I've entirely regained my
health." It conquers all Coughs,
Colds and Throat and Lung troubles.
Guaranteed by L. L. Elgin and Cook
tic Higgins Drug Store. Price 60c,
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
To Corner Burley.
The Continental Tobacc company
has completed plans for anew $26,000
warehouse, which will be erected at
Thirt-.--flret and Walnut streets in
Louisville. The erection of the build-
ing is said to be a renewed effort to
corner the Kentucky Barley crop.
Another Payment.
The Louisiana Purshaae Exposi-
tion company yesterday made an•
other semi-rnonthly payment of $600,-
000 on the government loan.
Public Debt.
The statement l of the public debt
of the United States for the month
of July shows an Increalie of $13,549.-
580. The comparative statement-of
the government receipts and expend-
itures for the month shows a deficit
of $17,407,728, which is accounted for
by a falling off in the receipts from
customs and internal revenue and in-
creased expenditures in various de
partments.
Miss Bradley to Marry.
The wedding engagement of Miss
Christine Duncan Bradley, daughter
of ex-Gov. Bradley, and Dr. John 0.
South, of Frankfort, is announced to
take place sometime in the fall.
CARNEGIE LIBRARY.
HENDERSON, Ky., Aug. 2.—The
Henderson public library, the gift of
Mr. Andrew Carnegie, was formally
opened last night with addresses by
Mayor Poweil and John W. Lockett,
president of the library board. A
resolution thanking Mr. Carnegie
was unanimously passed.
Notice to Creditors.
Persons having claims against the
estate of James J. Hero, deceased,
will please file them properly _prov-
en, with my attorneys, Hunter Wood
rit Son, Hopkinsville, Ky., and re-
ceive payment.




Ranter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood at Son
Attre.at-Law.
°see In Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.





Appeal To Perpetuate Devo-
tion During Days Of
Reconstruction.
The Asheville. N. O.. Citizen pub-
lishes the following appeal:
To the Daughters of the Confeder-
acy and all the Women of the South:
My Dean Sisters: Will you not
each and every one raise your voice
with mine in making amends for a
long neglected duty in rearing a
monument to our faithful old slaves?
Of all people that dwell upon the
faoe of the earth I think these de-
serve the grandest monument. Sot is
all this generation will have passed
away. Let us hasten with the work
while some still remain.
Confederate veterans have for
some time been speaking of ruing a
monument to the Southern women.
We appreciate this and thank them
for their remembrance of our self-
denials and hardships which tried
women's souls for many years.
What elm, could have been expected
of us? Our dear ones were at the
front and nobly did they stand.
While this was the case we felt we
were enduring this for.sacred ties of
kindred and country. How different
with the slaves. They did it for
Love of mestere, mistresses and their
children. How nobly did they per-
form their tasks. Their devotion to
their owners, their faithfulness in
performing their labors and caring
for us during these terrible disas-
trous years and their kindness at the
surrender while we were powerlee
and helpless, has never been sur-
passed; no, nor equaled.
When we remember at the time
of the surrender we were entirely
defenseless. Our noble famished,
ragged pstriots were still away
from their homes: and among
us was.' band of robbers who would
not give wise counsel, but rather the
contrary to our slaves. The kindness
from them and devotion to us was
the most beautiful this earth has ev-
er witnessed..
From the Mason and Dixon line to
the Gulf, and from the Atlantic to
the Pacific there was not a massacre,
houGeburning or one of those unmen-
tionable deeds which are now so
common in the whole country. Think
of this; 'tis wonderful. Our gratitude
to God and love for the old-time ser-
vants should be boundless.
Who will say they do not deserve
the grandest monument that has ev-
er been erected? This acknowledg-
ment frum us to them of our appre-
ciation of kindness and devotion
shown by them to their former own-
ers will be in their last days a beau-
tiful thought.
To those of their race of the pree-
sent generation it will undeceive
tht m as to the character of the South-
ern people, their former owners.
And also show the love between mas-
ter and servant.
Would it not be an act of justice
for the women of the South to ask
our noble men if we may not be per-
mitted to turn this movement over
to those who, if not more deserving,
are equally so with our Southern sis-
ters. I would suggest when it is
erected a tablet might be inserted
bearing this inscription:
"Given by the Confederate veter-
ans as a memorial to the women of
the South—given by them in memo-
ry of the faithfulness of our former
servants."
With love from one of the Daugh-
ters,
MRS C. GILLILAND ASTON.
49 Church etteet, Asheville, N. C.
Ask For Allen's Foot-Ease,
A Powder
To 'hake into your shoes. It rests the
feet. Makes walking easy, Cures
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails,
Swollen and Sweating feet. At all
druggists and Shoe Stores 26c. Don't
accept any substitute. Sample Free.





Good shells in your gun mean a good bag
in the field or a good score at the trap.
Winchester, -"Leader" and "Repeater"
Smokeless Powder Shells are good shells.
Alwayssure-fire, always giving an even
spreadrorsbOrand good penetration, their
great superiority is testified to by sports-
men whoUse Winchester Factory Loaded
Shellslintpreference to any other make.











I All 25c, 30 and 35c
Mattings at 121c.
:All 15c and 20ciMat-•• ini4 at 10c.
•
• Lengths 2 to 18 yards•





Just the Thing For
Summer War.
J I Wall & Co
Mon.uments All C•rwestestkitztreos.rit
Tombstones Iron Fencing 
Markers q viv Until further notice I can
1
be fotincl at F I Yost & Co.. South Main Street






[Copyright, 1104, by American Pre44 AeociatinfrlWe pre 110W $11trUtIlleell to and are to
spend six weeks with Elijah, the
Tishbite, who Was of the Inhabitants
of Gilead. This first record of him
contains all that we know of hi s birth
place and parentage. Like Melchizedek
he stands before us on the pages o
Scripture, without any rtcord of father
or mother or aneestry, and he appears
as suddenly. fie Is spoken of by some
$ ont. of the grandest and most ro-
mantic characters that Israel ever
protIlle(41. Ills name signifies "My God
is Jehovah," and before Jehovah he
stood, and unto Min he lived. The
first recorded sentence from his lips,
"The Lord God of Israel liveth, before
Whom I stand" (verse 1), gives us his
constant attitude. The rule of his life
was to please God, not fearing the
frown nor seeking the favor of mortal
man. His opening words are repeated
In xvlil. 15. nod make us think of
Galirlel's words In Luke I, 19. -I am
Gabriel that stand in the presence of
(4.1.- They also carry us back to the
Lord's word to A bra in In Gen. xvtl, 1,
"Walk before Me and be thou perfect"
(margins-upright, sincere). This is
the only way for those who would be
the Lord's messengers.
Concerning his message to Ahab,
-There shall not be dew nor rain these
years but according to My wiord," we
must consider Jas. v, 17, where it la
written that he prayed earnestly that
It might not rain, and also Deut. xi, IT,
where we have the authority for such
a prayer, the Lord having threatened
to shut up the heavens and withhold
rain if they turned from Hint to wor-
ship idols. That the heavens were
thus shut up in the days of Elijah is
confirmed by our Lord in Luke iv, 25.
Believing prayer must be based upon
some plain assurance in the word of
God or some clear revelation from God
concerning His will, George Muller
has called the former the grace of faith
and the latter the gift of faith. In one
way or the other God will guide us.
Verses 2 to 6 give us the story of
the brook Cherith and the ravens, and
all was according to the word of the
Lord, which both Elijah and the ravens
obeyed. The first time this title or ex-
pression, "The word of the Lord." is
used is In Gen. xv, 1. It may mean a
message from God or it may mean the
Son of God, who is called "The Word"
(John 1, 1; Rev. xix, 13). Either way
It is God controlling, and our part is
"willing and obedient" (Ise. 1, 19). The
prophet Is now told to hide himself;
he has delivered his message and that
Is all that Is required of him at present.
May the life of every child of God
be sinnined up in this: "Striving ac-
cording to His working, which work-
eth in Me mightily" (Col. 1, 29), for
unless it Is God working in us It can-
not stand. But when we thus seek Bret
the kingdom of God and His righteous-
ness we may be sure that all temporal
things shall be added, even though
raveus feed us or poor widows minis-
ter to us. In these days of unbelief
and scoffing, If any should hear It
said that Arabs, not birds, fed Elijah,
just ask what kind of an Arab flew out
of Noah's ark, for the word "raven" In
our lesson is the same in the Hebrew
as the word "raven" in Gen. v111, 7. By
whatever instrumentality the Lord
may minister to us, while truly grate-
ful to Him and to His ministering
servants, we must be stayed upon
Himself alone, lest some ('herith dry
up and we thereby grow discouraged.
Hab. Hi, 17, 18, Is a tine word to ap-
propriate, for whoever or whatever
may fail us we can always truly say,
"Thou, () Lord, remainest forever"
(Lam. v, 19; Heb. I, 11).
It was not for Elijah to think salt
some new place to go to, for the Lord
who sent him to Cherith and hid and
sustained him there had his eye upon
him (II Chron. xvi, 9), and saw all the
circumstances, and doubtless Elijah
talked with Hin) about It. Well, at the
right time, not too soon nor too late,
the sauce word of the Lord who sent
him to Cherlth commands him to go
to a widow woman at Zarephath, or
according to Luke iv, 26, Sarepta, and
there is our Lord's confirmation of this
part of the story also. Zarephath sig-
nifies a place of refining, and, while at
Cherith he was cut off from all human
help, he is now to be refined still
more by most unlikely human minis-
tration. Safely he journeys, for the
Lord can hide us while journeying as
well as while abiding, and when be ar-
rives at the gate of the city the widow
is there gathering a few sticks to make
for herself and her son, of the
last handful of meal in the house, and
after that they expect to die. What
a boarding house! What a,welcome for
a weary traveler! And yet it is the
Lord's way.
Listen to Elijah: "Fear not; go and
do as thou hest said, but make me a
little cake first" (verse 13). Had this
been all, the woman might have
thought him sonic crazy tramp. But
listen yet: "After that make for thee
and for thy son, for Bilks ealth the
Lord God of Israel, the barrel of meal
shall not waste, neither shall the cruse
of oil fail until" • • • And so it came
to peso according to the word of the
Lord, and the meal and oil were multi-
plied for a full year (verses 10-16 and
margin of 15). This poor widow gave
all to the Lord; the widow who had
two mites gave all; the lad with the
eve loaves gave all. When we as un-
reservedly give all, we shall see the
Lord's increase. "There is that scat-
tereth and yet increasetb" (Prov. xi,




To Sufferers From Kidney
and Bladder Diseases.
11 1
No matter how long you have suffered, Foley's Kidney
Cure will help you. This we will guarantee.
It has cured many cases of Bright's Disease and Diabetes that
had been thought incurable, however we do not claim that it
will cure these diseases in advanced stages as no medicine can
make new kidneys for you, but Foley's Kidney Cure will
positively cure every case of kidney or bladder trouble if
taken in time, and even in the worst cases of Bright's Disease
and Diabetes it always gives comfort and relief.
Remember when the kidneys are affected the work of
destruction never ceases, so commence taking Foley's Kidney
Cure at once and avoid a fatal malady.
Foley's Kidney Cure is made from a prescription of a
opecialist in kidney diseases and was used for years in private
practice before it was put on the market.
THREE PHYSICIANS TREATED HIM WITHOUT SUCCESS.
W. L. YANCY of Paducah, Ky., writes: 'I had a seveie case of kidney disease andthree of the best physicians in southern 'Kentucky treated me without success. Ithen took Foley's Kidney Cure. The first bottle gave immediate relief and threebottles cured me permanently. I gladly recommend this wonderful remedy."
SUFFERED TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.
SEYMOUR WEBB of Moira, N.Y., writes: "I had been troubled with my kidneys for
twenty-five years and had tried several physicians but received no relief until Ibought a bottle of Foley's Kidney Care. After using two bottles I was absolutelycured. I earnestly recommend Foley's Kidney Care."
Sold by Cook & Higgins
WANTON DEED. line Farm
Negro Shoots a Boy Near St.
Elmo.
On the way from a supper given by
George Catlett, colored, at the Sun-
moos farm, near St. Elmo, says the
Pembroke Journal, Henry Million,
who lives on W. M. earnest's farm,
deliberately fired two shots with a
!pistol at Henry Hopkins, an inoffen-
!sive otty about sixteen years old.
:One bullet lodged in Hopkill'b ankle,
I
I 
making a Nery painful wound.
Dr. S. J. Rollow was summoned ear- Near South Kentucky College, containing six rooms, cellar, new
ly Tuesday morning and very suc- coal house and outhouses. fruit, apples, peaches, cherries, plums
cessfully extracted the b.'1. The grapes. Price low, cash, balance leng time. Call see me at 766 E 9th St.
wounded darkey is living on the farm
For Sale
On Palmyra Road, One Mile From
City Limits
Containing VS% ecree, 61 acres in Timber. 66 acres in Grass, all deep
ed clay coil, large Iwo-story hi tire silt!) Flit 11 et( n 6, dm1 cellar, large cis-
tern of cleat cold water and springs, never failing stock water, two good
en ament houses, large barn, fine orchard of variety of fruit
Also My Brick Cottage on
of W. C. Oliver and is resting easy.'
No arrest has been made.
f
Fine Farm to be Sold.
On August 16, 1904. at 11 o'clock a.
m., in front of the 'courthouse door,
in Hopkinsville, Ky., I will offer for
sale at public outcry to the highest
and best bidder, the farm known as
the old "John Ferguson place" situ-
ated in Christian county, one mile t
South of Herndon on the Dover road.
Said farm contains 277 acres of fine
land well fenced with wire, is 'excel-
lently watered and very productive;
would make a fine stock farm; sixty
acres to timber. The buildings upon
said farm consist of a two-story six-
room dwelling, two cabins, a new
stable and barn,all in good condition.
Terms of sale to be one-half cash,
balance in easy payments.
w8tdS2t Clifton Long, att'y.
Another Big Cabbage.
Squire B, F. Fuller has come to
the front with a cabbage which, sans
stalk and outer leaves. weighs 1334
poutius. It was raised from seed' of
the "Blue Ribbon" variety,
AIL U. X AI..





OFFICE:—New Era Budding, Seventh
lamer, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
aticeived at the al:snot:nee in Ropkinsville
es seoond-elass mail matter
Friday, August 5, 1904
— CLUBBING RATES:-
-The W SMELT NEW SRA and the following
aper one year:
-a- irek Courier-Journal  11160
Weekly St. Louis Republic 160
lism.f•Weekly Globe-Democrat. .  1 71
Weekly Cancinnisti Enquirer. '  160
Semi-Weekly Nashville American  160
Weekly Louisville Commercial  115
Tr -Weekly New York World  166
Daily Louisville Post  210Borne and Farm  I IS
National Magasine-lioston  I 71
Weekly alien Gi Constitution  175
Weekly New York Tribune ... ..   isi
Tr1-Weekly New York Tribune  176
leemer's Monte Journal, new
subscribers only. . . I 71
'Bimetal slabbing Mee with any magimine
newspaper published in the United States
COURT DIRECTORY.
Oincarrr °claw—First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
guitar.
QVINTINLT Ootner--Second Mondays
La January. April, July and October.
FISCAL I.—First Tuesday in April
in October.
Onowrir OMIT—First Monday in ovary
month.
— ADVERTISING RATES: —
ens inch, Brat insertion 
One mob, one month  B 00
One Inch, three montits  •00
One inch, six months. coo
One inch, one yam 1500
Additional Wee may be bad by applies-
lion at the °Mee.
Transient advertising must be paid tor in
Menace.
Challis for yearly advertisements will be
IMosted quarterly.
An•syrretremenw inserted with/At spee-
ded time will be charged tor until ordered
exit.
A.11201U100111.411D to of Marriages and Deaths,
not exeeeding dye lines, and notices of
prmsolting published gratis.
Obituary Notioes, Resolutions of Reesman,









EON. A. 0. STANLEY,
of Henderson.
Before this campaigp hover Judge
Parker will hardly know whether
that lovely place at Rosemount is a
private residence or a public hotel.
Recent disasters are beginning to
make people think that Gen. Sher-
man might have applied his little
sentiment to something else besides
war.
Charles Schwab may be right in
saying that no one ever lost a dollar
through his schemes, but if his pres-
tige among Wall street men means
anything to him he is taking a
frightful risk In allowing the fact to
become public.
King Edward and Waldorf Astor
have become reconciled. Waldorf
held out until he realized that the
further humiliation of the king
would be useless.
A London firm has decided to make
war on the Standard Oil company.
One needn't be much of a prophet to
predict what will happen to the Lon-
don firm.
Physicians are again advising
against drinking water while eating.
Many men carry the advice to toe
extreme of refusing to drink water
while drinking.
Illudge Parker's first official act as a
eanaidate should be to nail down ev-
erything portable before the souve-
nir hunters strike Esopus.
Tolstoi bas been writing fresh de-
scriptions of war, but he does not ap-
pear to have Improved upon Gen. catch'




LIViIi.“10.iY3C oroNeert etroAr e
YOUR LIFE
depends on the prop< • 4r4on cf
your Liver and hi. e £ icy
are the sewers of rid, t - If
they get Otit C'. or who:asystem lagoon t.ol,onec and dee 'ii
will result. Are your Myer or xid
neys In perfect condition I If you
are not sure — wine tor our freo
booklet "Sound Sense"— it tells
you how to rttOghIlte dhicase In
youreelf. Do not neglect thls. A
little care and study noW may
twenty-five years:a your I; le.
If you know that your liver anC
kidneys are out of or.lcr, stop ex
perinientIng and boy o bottle of
Dr. J. K. McLean' Liver
and Kidney Bahia to-day- it
will cure you.
At roue D,-orgiers
If he doesn't sell it. send us 61.00and his name. i.nd we will expressyou e bottle, chaos prepaid.
Tat OIL J- Ii. %cif giN MEDICINE CO.
St. Lulls, Mo.
Amman( Place $ear on, DOW
SOLD BY TOWN OF
T. D. Armstead... Hopkinsville
R. C. Hardwick Hopkinsville
Croft dt Brasher Crofton
Wood Bros Pembroke
Leroy P. Miller Pembroke
however, and she has applied for a
divorce.
Alaska is now shipping codfish to
Boston, which encourages the belief
that the coal trust may yet work up
a little trade with Newcastle.
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that theta is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional dis-
ease, requires a constitutional treat-
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foun-
dation of the disease, anri giving the
pathoat strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in
doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in Its curative
powers that they offer One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY de Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists. Me,
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
No doubt it may be true that if a
man loves his wife he will eat her
cooking, but the wise wife will strive
to arrange it so that he will love both
her and the cooking.
Woman is often referred to by man
as "doubling his joys and halving
his sorrows " Toast may be cotnpli-
mentary but it would seem to be
rather hard on the woman. For in
plain terms it means that where
things are going well witt the man
his wife makes them go better. But
when things are going ill with him,
he expects the wife to share half his
burden. And there's More truth
than poetry in this prtsentation of
masculine selfishness. Men don't
appreciate the facts that the strain
of motherhood alone is a burden big-
ger than all the loads that rest upon
male shoulders. They see the wife
grow thin, pale, nervous anti worn
without a thought that she is over-
burdened. Among the pleasant let-
tire received by Dr. Pierce are those
from husbands who have waked up
before it was to la,te to the crushing
burdens laid upon the wife, and in
the search for help have found in
D. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a
restorative which has given back to
the mother the health of the maiden
and the maiden's happiness. "Fa-
vorite Prescription" always helps,
and almost always cures. It has
perfectly cured ninety-eight out of
every hundred women who have
used it when afflicted with diseases
peculiar to women.
A famous dealer in sporting goods
says fishermen are invariably hon-
est. So after this you must accept
the whole story about the number,
weight and fighting qualities of the
The Moroccan bandits who ale
threateuing to kidnap more white I
men should not forget that almost
anything can be done once too often.
(is-n. Oku is said to be wearing a
Chinese costume, but it does not
seem to hamper his movements ap-
By the Congregation of Sa-
lem Church.
--
Th•• Congregation of Salem Baptist
chinch In South Christian has ox-
tended 11, a ca to the Rev. P. B. Grant,preciably. 
of Johnston, South Carolina.
cooked OM.' 111 Ilrffs's toile differs,
A Wisconsin man is very loud of Model Ilya pala Curs
Illoseste ',yob mt. many are poor who miebt be rich.
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Pm/Dared JAMES Y. MALLARD, St.
Sold by Ray Fowler
The Smart Set
A Magazine of Cleverness
Magazines should have a well-defined purpose.
Genuine entertainment, amusement and mental recreation are the
motives of The Smart set, the
MOST SUCCESSFUL OF MAGAZINES
Its novels (a complete one in each number) are by the most brilliant
authors of both hemispheres.
Its short stories are matchless—clean and full of human nature.
Its poetry covering the entire field of verse—pathos, love, humor,
tenderness—Is by the most popular poets, men and women, of the day.
Its jokes, witticisms, sketches, etc., are admittedly the most mirth-
provoking.
160 PAGES DELIGHTFUL READING
No pages are wasted on cheap illustrations, editorial vaporing. or
wearying essays and ideal discussions.
Every page will interest, charm and refresh you.
Subscribe now—$2.60 per year. Remit in cheque, P. 0. or *apt
order or registered letter to THE SMART SET, 462 FIFTH AVENU
NEW YORK.








Prank De Witt Talinarie, D. D.
Lots .tngeles, Cal., July 31.—That men
and women should ever be alert to
heed the call of the highest duty and
not to put it aside with frivolous ex-
' ruses is the theme of the preacher to-
) day. The text Is 
Matthew viii, 22,
( "Let the dead bury the dead."
Never make the mistake of treating
half truths as if they were whole
truths. Half legs are not whole legs,
) but only parts of legs. The microscope
clarifies; the vision of the bacteriologist.
From the structural makeup of one lit-
tle bone the biologist, in his mind's
4eye, may see a whole skeleton perfectin formation. But, after all, truth in
1...91111rt is never equal to truth In whole
sps it is flanked by truths and has
AI
the in Its rear as a reserve corps L
\oohs ahead of it to guard the
ket, 'ties.
at\.• true in iabqratory investiga-
tions Is also true in reference to Bible
study. We must not study the words
) of my text with a microscope. We
' must not Isolate this sentence from all
its connections. We must compare this
$ passage with other passages, this chap-
ter with other chapters, this book with
i other books. "I cannot understand why
. Christ should have trampled upon the
1
, filial affections of his disciple who
,/ Wanted to go back and bury his dead
father," said a gentleman to me some
years ago. -This young man evidently
;Intended to be a devout disciple of
#i Jesus. But surely he had a duty to
i his home as well as directly to Jes
us.
There, in the old homestead, lay the
' corpse of his earthly parent. It was
, !natural for a dutiful son I& want to
I be present at the funeral, net whep
' the young man said, 'Let me, I pray
f (bee, first go and bury my father, and
I will follow thee.' Christ showed no
sympathy with his natural feeling, but
practically said: 'Let the neighbors and
the strangers come in and close the
eyelids and wash the cold flesh. Let
the neighbors slug the death chant and
dig the grave. Let strange hands wrap
the motionless corpse in its white
abroad and carry It to its last resting
place. You must come with me at once.
Mat your eyes to the past. Let the
died bury the dead.'"
impas•t's Love For Rim Mother.
That way of regarding the incident
utterly misrepresents It. Never sup-
901110 for a moment that Christ demands
i that any man should show his rever-
ence for him by slighting or neglecting
or deserting an earthly parent Why,
the last human being for whom Christ
provided when he was dying upon the
muss was his mother. He turned and
ed toward the gentle John, the be-
ed disciple, sobbing at his feet, and
to him: "John, look after my old
mother. Now that she is friendless
and Wows she will need your love and
sustenancs." Then he looked at the
agonised face of his mother as he said,
"Mother, let John take my place and
be a loving eon to you." These are
Christ's exact words: "Woman, behold
thy son!" "Son, behold thy mother!"
Those were not the words of one who
dWeetrarded filial duty. His body was
racked at that moment by excructat-
Aug agoay, yet his thoughts were not
of himeilf, but of her who, by his
death, would be left dependent It was
she for whom he was concerned even
In the hour of his dissolution. His
own conduct in that crisis proves that
when he spoke to the young volunteer
In the words of my text he was not in
sensible to the claims of natural af-
fection.
In the words of Henry Ward Beech-
er, Christ was enunciating the great
truth that the primal duties of life
diurchf In w at Sunday school are
you teaching? What mission work are
you doing for Christ?" Some there will
be who, in order to pay their way
through college, are performing some
duties by which they earn a little mon-
ey. But the others, in nine cases out of
will answer: -Oh, I am not attend-
in' any particular church here. I am
not teaching in any Sunday school. I
ital 110W studying to be a minister, and
tLeref,•;:e each Sunday I go to hear a
different minister In the town." The
result is that nine-tenths of our young
theological students, and I think I am
not overrating the proportion, do prac-
tically nothing for Christ while they
are living within seminary walls un-
less they are paid for their services.
What is the result? With a critical,
censorious spirit they go from church
to churcn. They pick flaws in this
minister, they find fault with that min-
ister. and all the time they belong
to the great army of religious tramps,
whom I call the "go-rounders." Dur-
ing these years of study their own
life is ebbing away. By the time the
young man who pursues this course
graduates from a theological seminary
he Is on the verge of spiritual bank-
ruptcy. Why? Mainly because in the
three long years of meutal preparation
for the ministry he has neglected to
do personal work for Jesus Christ.
It Is a common subject for regret
that the religious life in our colleges
and universities is at a low ebb. The
spiritual energy of the students Is de-
pleted, and there is less real holiness
and growth in grace among them than
in young men outside. The reason for
this deplorable condition I believe to be
that so many of them are devoting
themselves to study or to athletics and
doing no personal aerloce for the Mas-
ter. They are making the same ex-
cuse for themselves that the young
disciple of my text made to Christ
when he said, "Lord, suffer me first to
go and bury my father." That young
man who is now the leader of his class
In the law school was once the Sunday
school superintendent in the little vil-
lage cht,rch where his father and
mother taw live. The school occu-
pied the first place in his thoughts,
and he wiodd take any trouble to give
pleasure so the children and attach
them to the cause of Christ. Now he
never enteta a Sunday school. He is
preparing to be a lawyer. After he
once gets his diploma he intends to go
back to church work, but now he says,
"Lord, suffer me first to get an educa-
tion and then I will follow thee."
That youtot girl living In Chicago,
away from home, is now studying in
a famous musical college to cultivate
her voice. labe was once the leader of
her father's choir. Her father le a minis-
ter and Is spending the savings of a life-
time in giving his daughter a musical
education that she may be the better
able to serve Christ. But, though there
are hundreds of struggling little
churches within a short distance of
where she lives which would be bless-
ed by her singing, she now never en-
ters a prayer meeting. She rarely en-
ters a church. She says, "Wait, Lord,
until I have acquired proficiency in
the art, and then I will sing for thee."
Mental Vermin Spiritual Development
But these words of my text not only
apply to the young people who are
sidetracking their gospel duties to make
way for their preparations for a pro-
fession. They also apply to the busy
men and women who, in the prime
of physical strength and mental power,
are like tired peasants staggering along
the highways under greater burdens
than it seems possible for them to bear.
When I speak thus I mean that this
text is applicable to nearly all men and
women in mIdlife. Why? Because I
believe that most people are overwork-
ed. They are physically tired. They
are tired in the same way that my
grandmother Was tired, who, as a
farmer's wife, had to rear thirteen
children. My father used to say: "I
never remember my mother except
with a tired look upon her face. As a
little boy , remember her coming to
the table and, after all the children had
should not be sidetracked or pushed to been served, turning to father and say-
the rear On account of the second
ary ing, PaVid. I am too tired to eat.'"
or the more unimportant duties. "It 
is How many other women have said the
not that you desire to avoid right
t subordinate to the lower, this constant strength, applies to you. No right haveyou to sidetrack yout Julies to God.and then I will follow thee." Christ
sanie thing! Most people are over-
,. 
prime of your physical and mental
Lord, suffer me to do this or that,
'= things, but you say, 'Suffer me fin
e to worked in the struggle of life. Yet
i do the inferior; then I shall be ready this text, 0 man, 0 woman, in
 the.
for the superior. Suffer me first to
take care of myself. Suffer me first to
take care of my household. Suffer me
Inn to look after this enterprise, and No right have you to say to Chri
st,
then'— No! This constant habit of 
..
bumbling the higher and making it
should be first, not last. Christ's corn-
preference of the inferior to the mu- mend, no matter how or when it 
collies,
' parlor, worts demoralization. A 
man1
drily. He only needs to say, 
1 right places.
t
other duties will fall into line in their
be heeded' or obeyed; then all
does not need to throw away his B
ib
'Suffer , should1 Christ's command, "Follow me," 
s.
le
Obey his God nor sell his soul vol-
e,. first to do the lesser thing!' 
The 1 comes to the tired merchant, the worn-
,In
e
ement that is done there will be an- out merchant. It comes to you even in
Other 'Suffer me first' in its place. 
And the whirl and the bustle of business
ea fie shall put the Inferior d
uties in
the 'plac of the higher duties and
 go
, through life and fail at 
last." This
# oim
probensive view of my text Is, I
am convinced, Its true 
interpretation.
These words of Christ need t
o be re-
membered In other situation," than
 be-
side the bier of a dead parent
. They
have • warning lesson for any. 
Man
1 r
ChM room. They are bright, in-
' I enter the theological
 seminary, where
man makes when he is fitting hims
elf
' by education to enter the ba
ttle of life.
NO them everywhere. We see 
the • I
thirty or forty young men are gathered
Mut in the excuses which the yo
ung
didetraeked obligations to God: We
who is postponing his duties 
to his
Lord until he has fulfilled his 
oblige- 1
.=to the w
orld or to society—to any
who fails in his higher duties
sib
negitsetod Obligations. I
elis selfishness or sloth.
young men, eager for knowl-
letint on getting thorough NI:tip-
toe die work they have under-
(Till* hi moth student this glee.
now mu, where do you go to
life. "Oh, no," you say, "I have no
time for Christ. My business absorbs
every atom of my energy. I am so
tired from my week day tasks that I
am too weary to go to church on Sun-
day. Why, when I go, I fall asleep
during the sermon. It makes but little
difference to me then who preaches the
sermon. Come down to My store any
time and you will see bow I am over-
driven. There is a steady stream of
men in my outer office all the time. I
must see them. It is work, work,
work until I am nearly dead." Yee,
my brother, in one sense what you
say is true. You are an overworked
mane but how much of that labor that
so fatigues you is voluntarily under-
taken? Rs'e you, as a Christian man,
the right to give to your own concerns,
to your business and the world the
whole of your time and energy? Have
you forgotten the claims that God has
upon you? Better leave undone some
of the wotk jou are now doing that
you meg trove strength to serve him.
Whit shisilkon not be willing to dtop






you not know that much of that grinft
lug, useless, selfish toll is making a
I failure out of your life? The temporalnecessities of life- are very small, yet i
thousands of people Plod on, and on,
and on, in a treadmill of mercantile
drudgery, as though their very happi-
ness depended upop raising their store
from a four story to a ten story dry
goods emporiuni.
A Rick Man's Failure.
Some time ago a lady visited an old
school. friend who had inarrilil a mer-
chant in one of our eastern cities. That
night when they were seated together
for a quiet chat she said, "Clara, how
Is your huaband getting along?" "Mis-
erably," answered the wife. "Why,
how is that? Is he not making a lot
of money? Is not this palace of a
home your own? is not his name writ-
ten high as one of the great financiers
of this city?" "Oh, yes," answered the
wife, 'John is making a lot of money.
He is already what some people call
rich. But I certainly call him poor.
When we started out in life we did not
have much money, but we had enough
for all our necessary wants. Resides,
we had pleyty of time for each other
and for our friends and for our church.
John then only had a small store. IIe
would get home for supper on time.
Then all the evenings were ours. We
read together. We visited our friends
together. Some weeks John would
get off a whole day, and together ,we
would take a trip to the country and
roam among the wild flowers. Our
Sundvs were always spent together at
church and in the home. But now
John has sold himself to his work. I
rarely see him. He works all day. He
works part of the night. He always
has some business engagement on Sun-
day. lie makes lots of money, but
then he only puts that money back into
the business, and therefore it is not his
to use. He has to keep on working the
harder, to look after the bigger busi-
ness. I certainly think that John is
making a failure out of life. He is a
perfect slave to work, and we rarely
see each other for any of our old good
times."
But this text has still another appli-
cation. It is a word of reproof to peo-
ple who waste their time and strength
In useless remorse over their undutiful
conduct to parents who are now dead.
Many men and women have sidetrack-
ed their direct duties to God by switch-
ing them off to a family plot. I re-
member some years ago, after I had
spent four years in the west, I went
to Brooklyn to find my mother's grave.
Though I had lived over a quarter of a
century in Brooklyn, yet by the new
system of car lines established there
Educe I went to Chicago I could not
find Greenwood cemetery until I had
been put off three different cars. But,
though here and there one person, by
long absence, may be unable to find
his mother's grave, there are thou-
sands and tens of thousands of people
who have become blinded to the living
duties of life because they will persist
In tarrying by the family plots where
sleep their dead. Useless regrets for
the dead may have a great part in the
sidetracking of our duties to God. Who
was this young disciple to whom Christ
spoke? I do not know. The Bible does
not mention his name. But perhaps he
belonged to that great multitude who
spend one half of their lives in abusing
and neglecting the living and the oth-
er half in mourning and sobbing over
the dead. Their love and grief are
purely Carlyiean. They say that
Thomas Carlyle, the disgruntled, fault
finding, iconoclastic philosopher, was
the founder of a big school of copyists.
However that may he, I know there
are many people who emulate the writ-
er of "Sailor Ittesartus" in one fact.
After the death of his wife his ha-
bitual lament was, "Alas, alas, she can
never know now how I loved her!"
During her lifetime lie had for her only
sharp words and none of the little deli-
cate attentions which would have made
her happy. After she was dead he
was Inabittered by his conaclousness
of his negligence and added to his
fault vituperation of the people around
him. Better for him and them bad the
sorrow for past failure toward his wife
led him to kindliness toward his living
friends. Perhaps this young man of
my text was one who had ill used
his father while he was alive, and
now that be was dead he wanted
to give iiiin a big funeral. Do you
wonder, if this Was so, that Christ said,
"Let the dead bury the dead?" Post-
mortem eulogies can never atone for
anteraortem injustices.
Told Her Too Late,
In Virginia a young woman was left
a widow with four small children. She
taught school and painted and stitched
and took in washing and worked all
day and far into the night in order to
send her boys to college and to give her
two girls a tine education. After awhile
these children grew up and went out
into the world and left their old mother
alone in the cottage where they were
reared. Being finely educated, they
grew ashamed of the unither who had
done so much for them. Her speech
was not as classical as theirs. Her
hands were callous with tofl, and in
her looks she was very commonplace.
Finally, worn out with work, she was
dying, and all her four children gath-
ered about her bedside, conscience
smitten with their ingratitude. They
now realised how they had neglected
the best friend they ever had, Then
one of her boys, now a prominent law-
yer, took her in his arms and said:
"Mother, you have been a good mother
to us. You have made it possible for
us to be what we are." Then the wom-
an's tired face lighted up with a smile
as she answered, "Oh, Willie, why did
you not tell me that before?" Such
praises come too late. I tell you they
are too late. If we are to praise our
loved ones, we must praise them
they are living and not when th
dead.
SoMe periiih are never happy
they lire miserable. Their smile is a'
tear. Their laugh is a eob. They never
enjoy themselves unless they are moan-
ing over a corpse twenty years old. To
Evergreen cemetery of Brooklyn, for
many months, there used to go a wid-
ower who everybody said was crazy.
He did not bury his wife i 11 a grave,
but placid her body in a vault. There
in this tomb, he had all ids wife's rural
ture and knickknacks. He had lwr pic-
ture hung upon the wall, and her chairs
by her casket, and her books upon her
bookshelf, and her work basket at
table by her side. Then every day this
widower used to go early in the morn-
ing to that tomb and stay there until
late at night, lie would sit in her
chair and read poetry to her deaf ears
and talk to her as though she were
alive. You say that mall was crazy?
lie was no more crazy than thousands
of people who, day in and day out, go
to the graves of their loved ones and
weep and lament over the past, instead
of going out into the world with Chris-
tian courage and doing as the dead, or
rather as the redeemed, spirits of their
dear ones would have them do. Christ,
in the words of my text, is not telling
that young man to be disrespectful to
his dead sire, lie is, however, enun-
ciating the tremendous fact that a
young man does not honor a dead par-
ent so nowli by weeping over a grave
as by living the true, honest, noble
Ckristian life which that dead father
would have him Bye. "Let the dead
bury the dead" might be translated
into the words, "Let the dead one's
precepts live In the living, and let the
living fulfill the mission of the dead."
Au Incident of War.
But I think there is another reason
why Christ spoke the words of my
text. Jesus is here not only enunciat-
ing the fact that the primal duties of
life should never be made subservient
to the secondary, but also the great
truth that a man has his duty to the
world at large as well as to his father
and mother, his wife and child, his
brother and sister and friend. Be-
cause men stn,d women are bone of our
bone and flesh of our flesh that is no
reason why we have not a duty to our
fellow men who are not akin to us
by blood—duty to your fellow men
and to your fellow men's children
whom you have never seen. A man
never learns this lesson more easily
than when he is a soldier. I remem-
ber some years ago, during the Span-
lab-American war, we were encamped
in the old fair grounds of Springfield,
the Illinois capital. Dewey's guns at
Manila had spoken. The troops were
being hurried to the front Our regi-
ment was to move south within a cou-
ple of days. The surgeon of our regi-
ment came to my quarters one night
and said, "Chaplain, read that." It
was a letter from Chicago telling him
that his wife was hovering between
life and death as' the result of a very
serious operation, and she wanted to
see him just for a few hours before
he went south. "Why don't you run
up to Chicago tonight and come back
tomorrow?" we asked. "You will be
here in plenty of time." "The colo-
nel won't let me. The orders have
come down that no leaves of absence
can be granted, as we may go to the
front any moment." "Orders be
hanged!" said I impulsively. "If my
wife were dying, orders or no orders,
I would go to her." "Then you would
be captured as a deserter and perhaps
shot," said my companion quietly.
"For the good of the service I must
obey orders and go with my regiment
My duty to my country is now even
greater than My duty to my dying
wife." "Yes, surgeon," said I, "you
are right. There are duties in life
even greater than those we bear to
our loved ones, dear though they may
he. God help you in this your hour
of trial."
So Christ in these words of my text
was enunciating an infinite and omnip-
otent truth. Jesus is practically say-
ing: "Young man, higher than your
love for father or mother or wife or
child Is your duty to me and to the
great world at large. Come with me
and help save the millions who are
dying In their sins. Come with me
and bring back to a life of purity and
love tho:.;c• who will never know me un-
less they see me as a result of thy
guidance. Come with me. Come with
me." This sentenee, "Follow me, and
let the dead bury the dead," is only
another wording of the same thought
which Christ spake onto his disciples:
"He that loveth father or mother more
than me is not worthy of me, and he
that loveth son or daughter more than
me is not worthy of me. And he that
taketli not his cross and followeth after
me is not worthy of me." Yes, there
come certain times in life when our
duty to Christ and to our fellow men
should have precedence over our de-
sires to be with our dear ones in our
own homes.
But, though theme words of my text
may seem to separate some of us for
a little while from our loved ones on
earth, is it not a sweet and treasured
thought that Christ will never separate
us, his children, from each other in
that better land? During the last ill-
ness of Dr. George Grey, Chicago's
great religious editor, be had a won-
derful vision. He seemed to be a boy
again, standing upon the banks of the
Ohio river, where he was born. He
used to see far pff, rising over the trees,
the smoke pouring out of the funnels
of the river boats that would come and
take away his friends. So In vision he
saw, rising over the hills, the smoke of
the "boat or death," which was com-
ing to take him, not away frofn friends,
but to the hundreds of dear ones who
had preceded hink beyond. Thus, ac-
cording to Christ's great laws, we ma3r
believe that the separations of earth
are only for a little while and that
these earthly separations ultimately
mean the reunion in heaven If We only
trust Christ and accept Christ for our
Saviour.












Brings good results, so if you want some
thing good we have it. And to insure good
results use a
• SUPERIOR WHEAT DRILL••
• They are the best and have the name tbey
• deserve, for they are superior to all others,
•
• for they do superior work So come and try
• one and be convinced.
•
•












V /I er solioit the accounts of Firms, Corporations and Individ
utile, premising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
a000mmodation, consistent with conservative banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or making any ',hang”
in existing relations, would be glad to dorrespond with you.




The Powder That Won't Fall Off.
Superior Quality.
Exuisitely Perfumed,
THE 1%process used In compodnaing Nadine Face Powder Is a New Di$00 
• that produoes a beautiful, soft, velvet
appearance which remains on the face unti
washed cff. Not affected by perspiration
dust or sulphuric smoke. Purified and le
injurious than chalk.
°MU TRIM ALWAYS ears
Copyrighted in gold embossed green boxes
White, Flesh, Brunette. Money refunded I
notes represented. Prepared only by
National Tollat Company,
Paris, Tenn.
Sold in HopkinsvIlle by Thomas & Trahern, L. L. Elgin
an d Cook and Higgins.
pr;-5 YouTakeQuiroine?
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
1Don't Do It. it. Dangerous.
W.,.'11 admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely guara
nteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliou
sness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaint.
TRY IT TO-DAY.




Sold by Ray in Fowler.
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD. Effective April 13th.
NORTH. SOUTH.
No 62 St Louie Express 9  50 a m No 61 St Louis ExPrese 5 •113 rim
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail,. ,.9:47 pm No 68 St Louis Fast Mail. —.6:40 am
No 92 Chicago and New No 91 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6'40 am Orleans Limited 11:58pm
No 68 Hopkinsville Accom. 8:46 p m No 55 Hopkinsville Accom..8:00 a ill
Nos 69 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 51 oonneots at Guthrie for Memphis line pointa as far south as Erin
and for Louisville, Cincinnati and th °least.
Nos. 68 and 56 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, 012
oinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 58 and 55 also amines*
for Memphis lall,1 way points.
No. 99 runs through tc Chicago and will not carry passengers to potato
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. A ugustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Oonneets at
Guthrie for points east and West.
J. 2. Booz, Agt.
 .1











NNE I 5 NO SININTIVIZ
—
Salaries of Carriers.
11t the adjustment of the salaries
,-.1111110tral esirrier,e in the postal service
*Aso boa doildod that all eartlere
OpoInted prior to June 30. 1904 who
were entitled to the maximum pay
of $800, under the rules which goy-
ease the establishment of routes at
alio time, shell receive the maxi-
iam pay of $710, but that the sebed-
witieh became effective JelY
' 1901, and recently aunounced, shall
prevail in fixing the compenae.ilon
, of all carriers, appointed since June
11 M
New Counterfeit.
Chief Wilkie, of the Uuited States
*first tiervice, announoev the dis-
sever', of a new eouaterfeit $10
vrattonal bank note. It is on the
National Bank of Comments, in New
York, series 1889; Bruce, register;
Wan, treasurer. It is • poorly
eetiested photograph. ,
' Moles For Sale.
• 1. have twenty (90) extra good
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STRANGE SECT IS TRYINC
TO LIVE.
Wear ,Few Clothes And
Spend Much Time in a
Brook.
(Special to New Era.)
BUTLER, N. J., Aug. 4.—A
strange stet of nature worshipers
has taken up its abode near this town
Wandering about in the woods
sparsely clad, swimming twice an
iur in the brook near their colony
living in the open air, the members
claim that they have reached the
summit of earthly contentment.
Their lives are based upon the fol-
lowing precepts:
When hungry go out into the gar-
den and pick an apple or a tomato.
Eat no food that has to be cooked.
Wear as few clothes as possible.
Bathe is the brook every half hour.
Roll in the sand at every opportun-
ity.
Live close to nature.
Joseph Solomonson, the founder of
the colony, says he has not eaten
meat in four years. He is the picture
of health, and with a long, flowing
brown beard and bared head his ap-
pearance is decidedly rugged.
The women of Butler had Solomon-
son arrested recently for going to the
postoffice in scanty garb, but he was
releSsed after agreeing to make some
alterations in the robe.
Mr. Faxon Honored.
Cel. John W. Faxon, of this city,
has been appointed by Gen. Stephen
D. Lee, commander of the United
Confederate Veterans, as a member
of a committee to select and devise
a medal to be presented to the moth-
ers,' wives and widows of the
Confederate soldiers, as a token of
the love In which they are held., says
the Chattanooga News.
Col.Faxan represents Forrest camp
on this committee, and the commit-
tee was appointed in accordance with
a resolution passed at the last annual
reunion. This committee has in
charge one of the most pleasing, as
well as one of the most sacred duties
that could devolve upon a Confeder-
ate veteran. It Is an honor to Col.
Faxon to have been selected for w-
atch in this work, and the people of
this city feel that it was an honor
worthily bestowed.
Hopkinsville Tobacco.
The insrectors' monthly report
shows the tobacco market to be
strong and active, with receipts for
July to be 8,130 hogsheads, as com-
pared with 1,166 hogsheads for the
same time last year; receipts for the
year, 9,660 hogsheads, as compared
with 10,845 hogsheads last year.
Sales for the past month, 3 286 hogs-
heads, as compared with 2,463 hogs-
heads last year; sales for the year,
7 877 hogsheads, as compared with
8,746 hogsheads last year. Shipments
for the past month, 4,684 hopheads,
as compared with 1,704 hogsheads
last year; shipments for the year,
8,970 hogsheads, as compared with
8,888 hogsheads last year. Stock on
sale, 2,181 hogsheads, as compared
with 2,189 hogsheads last year; stock
sold, 1,018 hogsheads as compared
with 1,649 hogsheads last year; total
stock on hand, 3,199 hogsheads, as
compared with 8.838 k hogsheads last
year.
NEWS TO HIM
Knows Nothing of Selection
As Bishop of Kentucky.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Aug. 4.—
telegram was received last evening
from Louisville saying that Rev.
John Poyntz Tyler, rector of the
Church of the Advent, Philadelphia,
will probably be chosed successor to
the late Bishop Dudley in September.
Mr. Tyler said: -This is the first
news I have had that I was being
considered for the bishropric of Ken-
tucky. I know a convention hadbeen called for September to elect abishop Oere and that is all. I havereceived no intimation that I was be-lig thought of in that connection."
-1;
`MODEL SALOON'
OPENED AND BISHOP POT-
TER SPEAKS.
"Poor Man's Club."—Pure
Food and Liquor At
Low Prices.
t Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, August 8.—Bishop
Henry C. Potter delivered the prin-
cipal address at the formal opening
of "The Sub-way Tavern," a model
saloon which was established by a
number of leaders In the reform
movement in this city. The purpose
of the promoters of the enterprise is
to serve pure liquor and food at low
prices undtkr the best possible moral
conditions. I In his address Bishop
Potter said the keynote had been
struck by this attack on the liquor
situation. He said he believed in the
old village tavern as a meeting place
where a long evening could be spent
without the necessity of intoxication.
"I belong to a dozen clubs," he
said. "If I want to go out to dinner
or a social evening I can do so in any
one of these clubs. But what of th 3
man who lives In two rooms with
Ave small children. He has no club.
To get his glass of ,beer with his
luncheon he must go to the saloon.
"This is the greatest social move-
ment New York has ever known. It
is a movement every one of you must
take into account if you would save
the republic."
Bishop Potter ccnoluded by wish-
ing every success to tie movement.
The formal opening ended by the
singing of the Doxology.
Outside and inside the tavern looks
much like other saloons, except its
appointments are conceived in a
more sprightly vein. The wide front
door opens into a room occupied by
a soda-water fount :Mód a cigar
stand. This is es far ei 'women or
girls are allowed, and behind it is a
barroom.
Every drink known to the saloon
world, intoxicating or otherwise, is
POYNTZ IS  NAM
AS DEMOCRATIC II.
011 sale at the bar. Leech tables oc- TION COMMISSIONER.'
cupy a part of the room and there
are free lunch counters from which
food is served, without charge, with
each glass of beer. At another table
the daily papers and a number of
current magazines can be found.
Like the Others.
COLUMBUS, O., Aug. 8.--There
is no difference between a place run
like that and the other saloons of the
country, except that it may be more
orderly than some of them. The ele-
ment of evil is there as much as in
other saloons if intoxicating drinks
are sold. It is just as hart:411 upon
its patronizing public as the others,
and only differs from the average
, saloon In the attempt made to obey
the laws and keeptrder," declared
NationalSuperintondent P. A. Baker,
of the anti-saloon league, when ask
ed for his opinion of the saloon,
which had its formal opening yes-
terday at New York, Bishop Potter,
presiding.
ATROCIOUS CRIME.
(Special to New Era)
OWENSBORO, Ky., Aug. 8.—The
victim of the murder near the fair
grounds has been identified as James
C. Cootues, of Webster county.
OWENSBORO, Ky., Aug. 8.—
With his face and head crushed and
a large stake driven through his
throat into the ground, the body of
on unknown white.man about twenty
six yens old was found at the fair
grounds near the city. The crime
is one of the most atrocious on re-
James Breathitt, of Th
City, is Republican Memo
.ber of Board.
-
Gov. Beckham has announced obt.
appointment of the Hon. Charles
Poyntz, of Mason county, Demo
and the Hon. James Breathitt,
Christian county, Republican, se
members of the Kentucky election
commission for 1901. They torttekt
with Appellate Clerk J. Mors*
Chinn compose the corn
which will meet within the
few weeks to name the county
tion boards for the several coundle
of the state, which boards in tree
name the precinct election °Merl .
in -he--(-) precincts.
The appointments made its for
•
one year, and under the election left
are from recommendations made WI:
Ithe two leading-parties. Mr.
was recommended by the Dew
ic State Central committee only kat
week, together with the Hon. 411Se I,
Gayle, of Owen; Dr. John R. Cotner,
of Louisville, and the Hon. Ben V.
Smith, of Pulaski. He has held the
I place of state election commiest
Matte 1899, when he was selected
it by the late William Goebel to
into eneoution the election law.,
bore his name. Judge
name was the only one proximo&
the governor for the place by to
Republican State Central cow"
tee.
cord, Roy Green, a negro, is sus- , .
From Wednesday's Deily. 'pected of the crime.
,1 Mr. H. B. Moseley and Miss MeieV AL II ii. CO XL X .411.. ' BC Long, a popular couple of Truix' a, Been the Tli hi Yal Hoe AM Balk 1-..Hill, will be married at the relildnflef -s- tgertirn 
,11,of of the officiating clergymaa, Bete: -














Sack Suits, "High Art"
guaranteed brand, worth





Oxfords, turn soles, worth





I beautiful designs, Worth
30c to 35c, at
25c
J. Ho Anderson 81. 0o.
Dill J. S STEPHENS
PRAISED BY THE ASYLUM
BOARD.
Reluctantly: Cive Him Up
But Proud of His Merited
Promotion.
The board of commissioners at the
Western Kentucky Asylum for, the
Insane unanimously adopted the fol-
lowing resolutions:
Whereas Governor Beckham, in
the exercise of his good judgment
and sound discretion, has transferred
our most efficient second assistant
physician, Dr. J. W. Stephens to a
higher sphere of usefulness—vie. to
the position of first attestant phy-
sician of the Lakeland Asylum, and
Whereas, we have been officially
and personally associated with Dr.
Stephens, more or less, for several
years, and have been in a position to
know him and to be conversant with
his record at this institution.
Therefore, be it resolved by the
board of commissioners of the West-
ern Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane, that it is our plt Retire to bear
testimony to the fact that the ad-
ministration of his office has been
Characterised by skill, fidelity, and
close attention to business, and alto-
gether be has admirably per/ormed
the delicate duties of his office, and
in addition to all this, his superior
intelligence, his genial social dispo-
sition, and amibility of character, as
manifested in his intercourse with
all the unfortunate patients under
tits care, as well as with hut friends,
have endeared him to all who are so
fortunate as to kuow
Resolved, That we reluctantly give
him up, but are proud of the promo-
tion our honored governor has ac-
corded him, and which has been so
worthily bestowed.
Resolved. That he leaves this in-
stitution with our benedictions, trust-
ing that his new surroundings may
be as pleasant and profitable as he
could desire, that he may honor the
place he has been called to fill, and
that still greater honors may be in
store for him in the future.
Resolved, That a copy of these res-
solutions be spread upon the reo-
ords of this asylum, and be furnished
Dr. Stephens.
J. C. Buckner,
Secretary of Board of Commission-




Have the Question Up.
Four presbyteries of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church have acted
on the question of union with the
Northern Presbyterian church, two
favorably and two unfavorably.
From now on for three months the
presbyteries will be holding their
fall meetings and in probably ever;
instance the proposition of union will
be acted upon then tustead of wait-
ing for the spring sessions, as was
recommended by the stated clerk,
Dr. J. M. Hubbert. In all there are
114 presbyteries.
By thus promptly acting upon the
union question without waiting to
see what the presbyteries in the
northern church will do, it can be
told by December whether the Cum-
berland church approves the plan.
as only a majority is needed to agree
to the merger, it is everywhere be-
lieved that the union plan will carry.
Strong proof that It will is found in
the fact that joining with the north-
ern church was approved by two-
thirds of the last general asswmbly.
Holiness Camp Meeting.
The eighth annual Holiness camp
meeting at Corvosso Camp Ground,
near (.Iuthrie, Ky., will begin August
11 and continue ten days. The re-
lives services will be in charge of
Rev. J. 0. Mallurken and wife, as-
sisted by a number of workers from
the Pentecostal Mission at Nashvile,
Tenn. The putillc is cordially invit-
ed to attend the services. No ad-
mission fee will be charged.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you at.
